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Abstract

Thin films are important in a number of scientific and industrial applications. To ensure
good quality thin films, it is important to monitor the growth of the film during deposition
so as to take care of corrective measures in the case if the quality of the film deviates
from that of the required one, apart from monitoring the surface profile and the thickness
of the film. Most of the available in-situ techniques till date require the prior information
on the properties of the thin film and the substrate on which it is deposited. In the present
thesis, a novel grating array based wavefront sensing (GAWS) scheme is proposed and
demonstrated experimentally which can be used to measure both the thickness and
surface profiles of the thin films simultaneously as a function of time during the growth
process of the film. This scheme does not require any prior information on the properties
of the substrate and target material, provided both the substrate and film are reflecting.
We use a grating array based wavefront sensor (GAWS) assembly, realised with a
ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulator, integrated to a pulsed laser deposition
system in order to measure the thickness and surface profiles, simultaneously, of Cu thin
films on a well-polished stainless-steel substrate, during deposition as a function of time.
An appropriate algorithm is developed to obtain the thickness and surface profiles from
the measured phase profiles of the GAWS. The post deposited thickness profile obtained
from the GAWS is found to be in reasonable agreement with that of a commercial
profilometer. Further, two novel schemes to enhance the sensitivity and dynamic range
of the wavefront sensor are also proposed and demonstrated experimentally. We verify
the accuracy of the scheme to enhance sensitivity by measuring known amount of
holographically introduced aberrations. The scheme to enhance the dynamic range is
tested on the transmitted wavefronts through convex and concave lenses. The radii
of curvature of the transmitted spherical wavefronts measured by the proposed zonal
wavefront sensing scheme and the corresponding estimated focal lengths of the lenses
show agreement with the commercial data provided by the lens manufacturer. The
detection path of the integrated system can be easily rearranged to activate the high
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sensitivity as well as the high dynamic range mode of the scheme to carry out in-situ
measurements. With enhanced sensitivity, the integrated system can be implemented
to monitor highly uniform thin films in-situ during deposition while with enhanced
dynamic range it can assess the deposition of periodic and non-periodic curved as well
as plane structures.
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PVD Physical Vapour Deposition
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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Many technological advancements of recent times are heavily backed by the appropriate

thin films. Development in thin film technologies have played a significant role towards

advancement in emerging areas of research in physical [1] and chemical sciences [2]

apart from miniaturization of devices and other technological developments.

Thin film coatings have been used over a wide range of applications, for example

in anti-reflective coatings to reduce the reflection of optical surfaces [3], in scratch-

resistant coatings on eyeglass lenses as well as other applications [4, 5], in IR-reflective

coatings to favorably transmit IR wavelengths [6], etc. Thin film technology is useful in

other commercially important areas such as semiconductor industry to miniaturize the

semiconductor-based devices [7], optoelectronics, microchip-based thin film batteries

and capacitors[8] [9], data storage [10, 11], display applications that uses LCDs and

CMOS sensors [12]. Thin film technology is also implemented in the fabrication of solar

cells as well as to enhance the photo-thermal conversion efficiency [13, 14] for the clean

energy.

In order to obtain a desired quality of thin film, selection of thin film deposition

technique is very important. Based on the working principle, thin film deposition is

1
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broadly classified into two groups: physical vapour deposition (PVD) [13] and chemical

deposition [2]. PVD is a vaporization based coating process in which material is

released from a solid target source and gradually deposited onto a substrate through a

electrochemical or thermodynamic process. [15]. While chemical deposition methods

depend on the specific chemical reaction. There are various chemical methods to deposit

thin films, for example spray pyrolysis technique [16], chemical vapour deposition

(CVD) [17], sol-gel technique [18], screen painting [19] and many more [20].

The physical vapour deposition technique is divided into two subclasses, (a) thermal

evaporation technique [15] and (b) sputtering technique. Thermal evaporation is a vapour

based deposition technique in which source material is evaporated by heating the target

material under vacuum. Examples of thermal evaporation techniques are electron beam

evaporation [21], molecular beam epitaxy [22], pulsed laser deposition [23] etc. While

sputtering is a plasma-based technique that creates a vapour from the source target

through bombardment with accelerated gaseous ions [24, 25]. Direct current sputtering

[26] , radio frequency sputtering [27] are some examples of the sputtering thin film

deposition technique.

For any specific device application, apart from the material of the thin film and

substrate on which it is deposited, its thickness and surface profile are also very important

for the performance of the device. The growth process of the thin film during deposition

eventually decides these properties of the final thin film. Therefore to ensure requisite

quality of the film, it is desirable to implement an in-situ monitoring techniques for

measurement of thickness and surface profile of the thin film during the deposition

process. Such an in-situ technique for online monitoring of the thin film surface during

deposition shouldn’t interfere with the deposition process. The online monitoring

technique helps in unveiling the deposition dynamics and nucleation growth process of

the thin film. It also plays a key role in identifying the faults in the film during growth

process. Further a feedback control can be augmented with the thin film deposition

system so as to control the growth process.

2
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There have been several intrusive and non-intrusive in-situ surface profile and thick-

ness measurement techniques. Here intrusive measurement techniques refer to those

techniques where sensor is placed or mounted inside the deposition chamber, whereas

non-intrusive techniques refer to those where sensors are placed outside the deposition

chamber.

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is an intrusive and ultrasensitive weighing

device, used to determine the thickness of the material in real time during the deposition

[28]. QCM has been conventionally implemented over a range of deposition systems. It

is a piezoelectric based device and responds to the applied voltage linked to its natural

oscillation frequency. The resonant frequency decreases whenever some material is

deposited onto the quartz crystal. The resultant shift in the frequency is directly related

to additional mass and hence the thickness of the thin film. However QCM is not a

direct in-situ measurement technique as the deposition takes place onto the quartz crystal

only and not on the actual substrate. Moreover, the crystal stops oscillating if a large

amount of mass is deposited onto the quartz crystal. Additionally, quartz crystal is very

sensitive to the temperature and stress change and it may not be able to provide the

correct thickness as frequency also shifts due to temperature fluctuations [29] [30].

To overcome the limitations of QCM, another in-situ measurement scheme can be

used that utilizes the ultrasonic lamb waves in silicon wafer [31]. This in-situ thickness

measurement technique, measures the velocity of ultrasonic lamb waves which are

propagating through the silicon wafer. The change in the velocity of ultrasonic lamb

waves depends on the growth of the thin film on the wafer surface. However even this

scheme is also temperature sensitive and requires the prior knowledge of properties of

the sample under consideration.

Ellipsometer is another powerful and an in-situ technique to measure the thickness

of the thin films [32, 33]. In this technique a light beam from a white light source is

incident on the sample and reflected light is recorded as a function of angle of incidence

and the wavelength for both p as well as s polarization. The change in the state of the

polarization of the incident beam as well as reflected and transmitted intensity from the

3
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sample are very sensitive to the thickness and optical properties of the thin film as well

as that of the substrate. Knowing the optical properties of the substrate and refractive

index of the thin film, the thickness of the thin film can be assessed from the change in

the polarization. Thus, ellipsometer for in-situ measurement seeks prior information

of the properties of the material substrate and other parameters. In this technique, data

analysis also play a vital role along with the measurement process. It require a proper

physical model to calculate the thickness and other optical properties. Further, it is a

point measurement technique and it cannot provide the entire surface information in a

single measurement.

In order to measure the thickness of the thin film in real time, laser reflectance

interferometry (LRI) is also viewed as a very useful technique [34]. It is a non-contact

in-situ optical thickness measurement technique [35]. LRI records the intensity of a

laser beam reflected from the substrate surface on which film is to be deposited and

then from the deposited thin film. In this technique, an interference pattern is observed

which is formed due to the superposition of the beams reflected from the top and the

bottom surface of the film . The specular reflectivity oscillates due to the formation

of the interference patterns with the increase in the thickness of the film during the

deposition and thus providing the information on film thickness and hence growth rate

[36, 37]. However, it requires presumption of the values on film refractive index in order

to measure the thickness of the thin film. If its actual value differs from the assumed

one, a significant error may occur in the measured value of the thickness.

Yet another in-situ thickness measurement technique is using the optical fibre-based

sensor [38, 39]. A multimode optical fibre based sensor utilizes the surface plasmon

resonance phenomenon to measure the thickness of the thin film. In this technique,

cladding of the optical fibre is removed and deposition takes place on the uncladded

region. As the deposition starts on the uncladded region of the fibre, the propagation of

laser passing through the fibre, experiences enhanced absorption due to surface plasmon

resonance (SPR). With the growth of the film on the fibre in the uncladded region, SPR

signal changes the transmitted intensity through the fibre and can be detected by a power

4
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meter placed at the other end of the fibre. As the SPR is related to the thickness on the

thin film hence the same can be estimated. Unfortunately, this is also an intrusive in-situ

measurement technique. Besides, this technique responses only for the lower thickness

levels and is insensitive to the higher thickness (above 100 nm) levels. Furthermore,

this technique is again material dependent and is applicable only for those materials

exhibiting a strong SPR sensitivity.

It is observed that the most of the techniques stated above seek a prior knowledge

of the properties of the material and the substrate. Some of the techniques additionally

require the information on the environment under which deposition is being performed (

e.g gas pressure, temperature etc.) along with an appropriate physical model. Moreover,

the above schemes either measure the surface profile or the thickness of the thin film

and not both simultaneously. To the extent of our knowledge, there is no single available

technique that can provide the complete information of both surface profile over the

entire film surface and thickness of the thin film simultaneously in real-time during the

growth process.

In the present thesis, a programmable grating array based zonal wavefront sensor

(GAWS) [40] is developed and tested in-situ for the simultaneous measurement of both

thickness and surface profile of thin film during growth process in a PLD system. The

proposed measurement scheme overcomes some of the limitations of the existing in-situ

techniques. It works for any reflecting substrate and any reflecting material without

requiring any prior knowledge regarding their properties or require any physical model

for the analysis. In the proposed technique, a collimated laser beam is incident onto the

surface, the reflected beam from the sample surface is directed towards the grating array

based zonal wavefront sensor. The reflected beam from the test sample (thin film in the

present case) carries information about the sample and the wavefront sensor senses the

change in the wavefront which is then converted into the thickness and surface profile

information of the thin film.

When a plane wavefront reflects from a surface, the shape of the wavefront undergoes

a change. Change in shape of the wavefront is also known as distortion. A measure

5
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of the distortion in the wavefront can provide information on the surface profile of the

reflecting surface. The device that measures the distortion in the wavefront is known as

the wavefront sensor. Wavefront sensors play a significant role in diverse areas such as in

astronomy to build adaptive optics for astronomical telescopes [41, 42], ophthalmology

for perfect correction of human vision [43], semiconductor industry to test the flatness

of the surface [44, 45], free-space optical communication to transmit and receive the

data accurately [46–48], etc. Based on the working principle, wavefront sensors are

broadly classified into two types: zonal [49] and modal wavefront sensors [50]. In zonal

wavefront sensor, the wavefront is dissected into a number of spatial zones termed as

sampling zones. The wavefront slope is measured within these small individual zones.

The integration of all these zone wise slope measurements provide complete shape of

the wavefront. While in modal wavefront sensor, the wavefront is expressed in terms of

a set of orthogonal aberration modes [51, 52]. Since the basis set for modal wavefront

sensor is an orthogonal polynomial, the presence of each polynomial can be detected by

intensity measurement when beam is incident on a modal wavefront sensor [53].

The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWS) [44, 54] is the most well known

zonal type of wavefront sensors for measuring the shape of a wavefront. The SHWS

consists of a two-dimensional array of micro lenses, known as lenslet array followed

by an array detector. The detector is placed at the common focal plane of the lenslet

array. The lenslet array dissects the incident wavefront into many small subapertures

and an array of focal spot pattern is created in the detector plane . However, if the

incident wavefront experiences any distortion, the focal spots will get displaced from

their reference locations. The shifts in the focal spots can be employed to measure the

local slopes of wavefront for each zone. From the local slopes one can then estimate the

wavefront using an appropriate zonal or modal reconstruction algorithm [55, 56].

Despite its popularity, the conventional SHWS has several limitations that influence

its performance. Firstly, the lenslet array has a fixed geometry and it cannot be reconfig-

ured once it is fabricated. Consequently if the incident wavefront has a large distortion or

a strong curvature, the focal spot from one zone may enter its neighbouring zones giving
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rise to crosstalk between the neighbouring sampling zones. As a result, it may not be

possible to estimate the wavefront accurately. This reduces the effective dynamic range

of the sensor. A movable mask can be placed in front of the lenslets array to increase the

dynamic range by reducing the cross-talk between the detector sub-apertures. However

in such a case, the focal spot does not carry the average slope of the entire zone and

carries only information that passes through the mask. Additionally, in a conventional

SHWS each lenslet has a fixed focal length and that cannot be modified, as a result the

sensitivity of the sensor that is decided by the focal length is also fixed. However based

on the applications, there may be a need to increase or decrease the sensitivity of the

wavefront measurement. Further the fixed geometry of the lenslet array stipulates that

a beam of a given size can be sampled by a certain maximum number of zones and a

smaller beam unless optically magnified can not contain the same number of zones. Yet

another limitation of the conventional SHWS is the need of a perfect reference beam, as

the sensor does not have the capability to self correct an imperfect reference beam.

The above limitation of the SHWS are overcome to some extent in the grating array

based zonal wavefront sensor designed and constructed in this thesis.

The grating array based zonal wavefront sensor consists of an array of plane diffrac-

tion gratings followed by a single focusing lens and a detector array. The GAWS can

be implemented using a liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LCSLM) employing the

principle of a computer generated holography (CGH) technique [57]. When a collimated

laser beam is incident on the grating array, one of the diffracted orders, for instance, the

+1 diffraction order can be focused on the detector array to form an array of focal spots.

These focal spots get shifted from their reference position if the incident wavefront con-

tains some distortion. Thus the unknown wavefront can be estimated using a procedure

similar to the SHWS. However being implemented by a device like LCSLM, the grating

array has the much needed reconfigurability in real time. Besides, each grating can in

fact be a hologram capable of incorporating a correcting phase to the incident wavefront

for each sampling zone. The GAWS thus has many exciting features such as flexible

dynamic range and flexible spatial resolution without the use of any mask. The grating
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array can be reconfigured to have the same number of zones for beams of different

sizes. The focal length of the lens following the grating array can be changed as per the

requirement to adjust the sensitivity. Additionally if the reference beam is imperfect,

the appropriate correction factors can be applied holographically to each grating so that

reference focal spot pattern can be brought to near ideal positions. The spatial resolution

of the GAWS can also be enhanced significantly without compromising the sensing

frame rate [58].

Owing to the number of flexibilities offered by the GAWS it can be integrated

easily with any thin film deposition system. Although there is some loss of light in

the GAWS, yet the diffraction efficiency provided by the LCSLM is sufficient for the

proposed scheme even using a relatively low power laser. In this thesis, a basic GAWS

is assembled and tested for its working. After successfully testing for its functioning, the

GAWS set-up is integrated with a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) unit and tested for its

compatibility and suitability for the online monitoring of thickness and surface profile of

the thin film during deposition.

In the present work, with the PLD, the sensor is kept running at regular intervals of

time during the deposition process. The reconstruction algorithm is modified in order to

enable the estimation of both, surface profile and thickness simultaneously as a function

of time during deposition. This is achieved by making judicious use of the temporal

surface profiles to obtain the corresponding thickness profiles. The measurements are

compared with other technique offline, post deposition. It is observed that there is a

reasonable agreement in the final result by two techniques. The sensing scheme is then

further modified to enhance the sensitivity and dynamic range of the sensor. Though the

implementation of the sensor is demonstrated on a PLD system but it is very general

and can be implemented on any thin film deposition technique having the access of two

suitable ports for launching the collimated laser beam onto the substrate on which thin

film is to be deposited and for detecting the reflected beam from the film. The present

scheme works for any reflecting substrate and any reflecting material layer without

requiring any prior knowledge regarding their properties.

8
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The overall thesis work is arranged in six chapters. Below a brief overview of each

chapter is stated.

Chapter1 (General Introduction), begins with the brief description on importance

and applications of thin films. Various tools to measure the surface profile and thickness

in-situ are highlighted along with their salient features and limitations. There is a brief

discussion on the wavefront sensors, especially the Shack Hartmann wavefront sensor

(SHWS) and their applications. Then the function of grating array based wavefront

sensor (GAWS) is described along with its relative advantages. The chapter ends with

a short discussion on the implementation of GAWS to measure the surface profile and

thickness of the thin film in-situ in a deposition system.

Chapter2 (Computer Generated Holography), describes the principle of computer

generated holography and generation of user defined wavefront using binary holograms

that can be realized with an LCSLM.

Chapter3 (Development of grating array based wavefront sensor using a liquid

crystal spatial light modulator), discusses the design and development of the grating array

based zonal wavefront sensor in detail. The primary features and basic advantages of the

GAWS are explained. This chapter also discusses the use of the zonal reconstruction

algorithms applied on the slope data. Finally, experimental implementation of GAWS is

detailed.

Chapter4 (In-situ surface profiling and thickness measurement using the GAWS

integrated with the pulsed laser deposition system), is on the the integration of the GAWS

setup with the PLD system for in-situ surface profile and thickness measurement. This

chapter begins with a brief description of the PLD system. It then presents an illustration

of the optical arrangement of the entire system. This is followed by an explanation

of the estimation process to obtain the thickness and surface profile information as a

function of time, simultaneously. Finally, experimental results are presented to confirm

that GAWS is an efficient in-situ measurement technique for thin film deposition systems

for monitoring the online growth of the film during deposition as a function of time.

9
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Chapter5 (Development of zonal wavefront sensors with enhanced dynamic range

and enhanced sensitivity), starts with a modification in the proposed zonal wavefront

sensing scheme that can provide higher wavefront measurement sensitivity applicable for

thin films requiring high level of flatness. This is followed by another modification that

can provide enhanced dynamic range useful for thin film specimens containing extremely

high slopes. Working principle of both the schemes have also been experimentally

demonstrated.

Chapter6 (Conclusion and Future Prospects), the last chapter, concludes the thesis

and highlights the major achievements of the thesis work. Finally the future scope of the

thesis is outlined.

10
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CHAPTER 2

Computer Generated Holography

Introduction

This chapter discusses about the shaping the wavefront of a laser beam using computer

generated holography technique. The chapter begins with a brief discussion on the

working principle of classical holography. Later the same is utilized to elaborate the

computer-generated holography technique and construction of binary holograms. The

chapter ends with a brief discussion on how binary holograms can be realised in a

ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulator.

2.1 Classical holography

The concept of holography and hologram was invented in 1948 by Hungarian scientist

Dennis Gabor, who has been awarded the Nobel Prize for his work in 1971. The

term hologram is taken from the Greek words holos (whole) and gramma (message),

which means storing the complete message of an object, say, in a photographic plate.

The phenomenon of holography comprises two parts. In the first part, the interference

between the reference beam and an object beam carrying the information of the object is
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recorded on a photographic plate. In the second part, the recorded interference pattern

which is also called the hologram is used to reconstruct the object beam [59].
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Fig. 2.1 Diagram showing the recording of the interference pattern between the reference
beam and the object beam.

Figure 2.1 shows schematic of the process in the first part. A spatially coherent beam

preferably a laser beam is expanded and collimated. This beam is then divided into two

mutually coherent beams one of which is considered as a reference beam while the other

is allowed to fall on the object. The light scattered by the object carries information

about the shape of the object in its wavefront and is known as the object beam. The

reference beam and the object beam are then allowed to overlap on a photographic plate.

Since the two beams are mutually coherent they will produce a stable interference pattern

which will be recorded on the photographic plate.

Let us consider that the complex amplitude of the reference beam and object beam are

R(x,y) = Areiϕ(x,y) and O(x,y) = AoeiΦ(x,y), where ϕ(x,y) and Φ(x,y) are the phase pro-

files of the reference beam and the object beam, respectively. Therefore the interference

pattern produced by the superposition of the two waves is given by,
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I(x,y) = |R(x,y)+O(x,y)|2 (2.1)

I(x,y) = |R(x,y)|2 + |O(x,y)|2 +R(x,y)∗O(x,y)+R(x,y)O(x,y)∗ (2.2)

I(x,y) = A2
r +A2

o +2 ·Ar ·Ao · cos[Φ(x,y)−ϕ(x,y)] (2.3)

where we have considered that the reference and the object beam have real and uniform

amplitude profiles. Therefore, the photographic plate will record the interference pattern

which will primarily contain the phase information of the object beam and the reference

beam as given by Eq. 2.3. The photographic plate when developed will have a transmit-

tance function proportional to I(x,y). This recorded interference pattern as stated already

is called the hologram of the given object beam. In the second part of the holography, the

1st order

Zero order

-1st order

Observer

Virtual image

Real image

Hologram

Reference waveLASER

Fig. 2.2 Diagram showing the reconstruction of the object beam wavefront

hologram is placed in a manner similar to the photographic plate during recording of the

hologram. The reference beam illuminates the hologram at the same angle of incidence

and gets diffracted by the hologram as shown in Fig. 2.2. To understand diffraction

of light by the hologram theoretically we consider that the transmittance function of
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the hologram is given as t(x,y) = αI(x,y) where α is a constant. Since the hologram

is illuminated by the reference beam, the complex amplitude of the light just after the

hologram is given as

H(x,y) = α.Areiϕ(x,y)[A2
r +A2

o +Ar ·Aoei(Φ(x,y)−ϕ(x,y))+Ar ·Aoe−i(Φ(x,y)−ϕ(x,y))] (2.4)

Usually, the reference beam is considered as a plane wave. For such a reference beam

we can consider ϕ = 0. Hence Eq. 2.4 becomes

H(x,y) = α[A3
r +A2

oAr +A2
r .AoeiΦ(x,y)+Ao.A2

r e−iΦ(x,y)] (2.5)

Equation 2.5 indicates that the diffracted beam from the hologram comprises three

beams, namely the undiffracted or the 0 order beam represented by the first and second

terms on the right hand side, + 1 order diffracted beam given by the third term and -1

order diffracted beam given by the fourth term on the RHS. It is further noticed that the

+1 order beam carries the same phase profile as the object beam while the -1 order beam

carries the complex conjugate of the object beam phase profile. Hence, the +1 and -1

order beams constitute the object beam and the conjugate of the object beam respectively,

as used during the recording of the hologram. As a result, if one looks through the

hologram opposite to the direction of the object beam, one will see a virtual 3D image

of the object at the same location as the object during recording. This is because the

+1 order diffracted beam is the reconstructed object beam containing exactly the same

phase profile as the object beam. The conjugate of the object beam on the other hand

produces a real 3D image of the object.

2.2 Computer generated holography

We have seen in the above section that if we illuminate a recording of the interference

pattern between the reference beam and the object beam, the object beam wavefront

can be reconstructed. Therefore, if the interference pattern is known or if it can be
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computed then the same can be used to fabricate the hologram. Such a hologram which

is constructed from the computed interference pattern between the reference beam and

the object beam is called computer generated hologram. To compute the interference

pattern one requires the numerical description of the reference beam and the object beam.

Thus, if we have the mathematical description of both the beams we should be able to

reconstruct the respective object beam even if there is no physical object to create such

an object beam. The above property of the hologram can be used to generate an arbitrary

wavefront whose numerical or mathematical description is known. In this work, we are

going to use computer generated binary holograms to shape the wavefront of an incident

laser beam.

2.2.1 Construction of binary hologram
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Interference fringes due to the superposition of the two plane waves, and
(b) the corresponding line plot showing the sinusoidal intensity distribution. (c) and (d)
show the binarised version of figures (a) and (b).

Computer generated binary holograms was demonstrated successfully by Lee et

al. [60] several decades back. Figure 2.3 (a) shows the interference pattern between
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two plane waves which can be assumed to be describing the transmittance of a given

hologram. A line plot of the interference pattern as seen in Fig. 2.3 (b), shows sinusoidal

variation of the intensity with distance. If we apply a threshold to the interference pattern

in Fig. 2.3 (a) it results in a thresholded or binarized pattern as seen in Fig. 2.3 (c)

whose line plot is seen in Fig. 2.3 (d). Therefore, the binary hologram comprises two

transmittance values which for simplicity can be considered as 0 and 1. Below we

describe the algorithm to construct a binary amplitude hologram. Let us consider that

eiΦ(x,y) represents the complex amplitude of the object beam to be reconstructed. The

hologram plane is described by the coordinate (x,y) where, x and y vary between -1 to

+1. The transmittance function of the respective binary hologram as per the algorithm

[57, 61] is given as

t(x,y) =

 1 for cosΦ(x,y)≤ 0

0 for cosΦ(x,y)> 0
(2.6)

The algorithm represented by Eq. 2.6 can be used to construct the transmittance function

of a binary hologram for the reconstruction of an object beam with wavefront Φ(x,y).

Here we consider that both the reference and the object beam have unit amplitude.

The binary hologram such as the above modulates the amplitude of the incident beam.

However the same algorithm can be modified to construct binary phase hologram

where only the phase part of incident beam is modulated. Since light beams associated

with most of the optical systems have circular cross section, therefore we multiply the

transmittance function of the binary hologram with a circ function circ(x,y). Modified

transmittance function of the binary hologram is given as

T (x,y) = t(x,y)∗ circ(x,y) (2.7)

Generation of an arbitrary wavefront

The phase Φ of the object beam to be generated can comprise of two terms, namely

x and y tilts and a pure phase term φ . Hence, Φ(x,y) = mxx+myy+ φ(x,y) where,
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(mx, my) describe tilts along x and y and φ(x,y) is the phase shift with respect to the

plane perpendicular to the propagation direction of the object beam. When the reference

beam is incident on the binary hologram, it gives rise to a number of diffracted beams.

The origin of these diffraction orders can be understood by considering the Fourier series

analysis of the plot of t(x,y) against Φ(x,y). We see that as Φ changes from 0 to 2π , the

plot of t(x,y) describes a square wave. Hence, we can write the Fourier series expansion

of t(x,y) as

t(x,y) =
1
2
+

1
π

[
eiΦ + e−iΦ +

1
3
(e3iΦ + e−3iΦ)+

1
5
(e5iΦ + e−5iΦ)+ ...

]
(2.8)

The right hand side of Eq. 2.8 contains all the diffraction orders that results in when

the reference beam is incident on the binary hologram. The first term of the expression

represents the zero order beam while the second and third terms represent the +1 and -1

order beams. There are higher order beam such as +3 and -3 order beams represented

by the fourth and fifth terms in the expression. As we see that the +1 order beam has

the complex amplitude eiΦ(x,y) and contains net energy which is 1
π2 ×100 % of the net

incident energy in the reference beam. The energy in the higher order diffracted beams

are smaller by a proportional amount.

Therefore, when the binary hologram is placed at the front focal plane of a lens,

its Fourier transform is obtained at the back focal plane. The diffraction pattern of the

hologram at the back focal plane can thus be obtained numerically by taking Fourier

transform of the transmittance function of the hologram.

We numerically construct two binary holograms using Φ(x,y) = 10πx and Φ(x,y) =

5πx+5πy. We then compute the respective Fourier transforms to obtain the resulting

focal intensity distributions. Figures 2.4 (a) and (c) show the two binary holograms and

Figs. 2.4 (b) and (d) show the respective Fourier transforms. It is seen that the position

of the +1 order beam with respect to the 0 order beam is decided by values of mx and

my. If we consider that the binary hologram has a diameter dhol and is illuminated by a

beam of wavelength of λ the position of the +1 order focal spot with respect to the zero

17
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0    +1           +3          +5-5          -3           -1

+5+1

+3

0
-1

-3

-5

+5

0         +1                   +3   -3                     -1   -1     0    +1   

(i)

(ii)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2.4 Images of binary amplitude holograms using (a) mx = 10π , my = 0 and (c)
mx = 5π , my = 5π . (b) and (d) are the numerically obtained focal intensity distribution
in the Fourier plane of the binary holograms (a) and (c), respectively.

order is given as ( f mxλ

dhol
, f myλ

dhol
), where f is the focal length of the lens. In addition to

incorporating the x and y tilt into the +1 order beam, we can incorporate phase distortion

or aberrations through the pure phase term φ(x,y). Phase profile introduced into the

+1 order beam in such a manner is referred to as holographically introduced phase or

aberrations, thorough out this thesis.

Incorporation of Zernike mode aberrations

Zernike polynomials constitute a complete set of orthogonal basis functions which

can be used to describe aberrations in light beams. In this work, we use single index

Zernike polynomials as defined by Noll et al. [62]. The table seen in Fig. 2.5 shows the

mathematical description of a few Zernike modes, Z4 −→ Z11, the color representation of

the phases and the resulting point spread functions. Therefore, in order to holographically

introduce a linear combination of Zernike modes we define φ = Σai Zi(x,y). Here, ai

represents the root mean square (RMS) amplitude of the ith Zernike mode.

We again numerically construct binary holograms using Φ(x,y) = 10πx+10πy+

Z9 and Φ(x,y) = 10πx+ 10πy+ Z7 which are shown in Figs. 2.6 (i) and (iii). The

numerically obtained intensity of the respective +1 order focal spots are seen in Figs.

2.6 (ii) and (iv).
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i Zi  (x, y) Aberration 
Name

Phase PSF

4 3 {2(x2 + y2)-1} Defocus

5 2 6 xy Astigmatism – 45o

6 6 ( x2 –y2 ) Astigmatism – 90o

7 8 {3(x2 + y2)-2}y Y – coma 

8 8 {3(x2 + y2)-2}x X – coma 

9 8 {3x2 y – y3} X- trefoil 

10 8 {x3 – 3x2y} Y- trefoil 

11 5 {6 (x2 + y2)2 – 6 
(x2 + y2) +1 }

spherical

Table 2.1

Fig. 2.5 List of the mathematical form of a few Zernike mode aberrations, false color
image of the respective phase profiles and resulting point spread functions.

2.3 Implementation of binary hologram using liquid cr-

ystal spatial light modulator

In the above section we have discussed the numerical construction of binary holograms

to realise arbitrary wavefront in the +1 order diffracted beam. However the computed

binary hologram needs to be transformed into a physical hologram via some process.

One convenient way to realise a binary hologram is by using computer controlled liquid

crystal devices. Liquid crystal is a state of matter which lies intermediate between the
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Fig. 2.6 Images of binary holograms (i) using Φ(x,y) = 10πx+ 10πy+ Z9 and (iii)
using Φ(x,y) = 10πx+ 10πy+ Z7. (ii) and (iv) are the numerically obtained focal
intensity distribution of the +1 order beam corresponding to the holograms (i) and (iii),
respectively.

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2.7 Diagrams showing typical distribution of liquid crystal molecules in (a) nematic,
(b) smectic and (c) cholestric phases.

solid and liquid states [63]. Liquid crystal molecules are of three major types, namely

nematic, smectic and cholesteric [64]. In the nematic phase the molecules are distributed

randomly but they tend to have a common orientation. The orientation of the molecules

can be changed by applying an electric field across the liquid crystal volume [65]. In the

smectic phase the molecules are arranged in layers with all the molecules in a given layer

having a specific orientation. In the cholesteric phase again the liquid crystal molecules

are arranged in layers however the orientation of the molecules changes from layer to

layer in a helical fashion [66]. Figures 2.7 (a), (b) and (c) show the typical arrangements

of molecules in the nematic, smectic and cholestric phases, respectively.

In this thesis, we use devices made of ferroelectric liquid crystal molecules which

is a liquid crystal of smectic type C*. Ferroelectric liquid crystal molecules [67, 68]
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No light

FLC cell

FLC cell

Molecular 
director

E+

(a) (b) (c)

FLC cell

FLCSLM panel

Molecular 
director

FLCSLM (SXGA-R3)

E -

Fig. 2.8 (a) Bistability property of ferroelectric liquid crystal molecule in presence of
electric field of opposite polarity, (b) polarization rotation of the incident light beam by
an FLC cell as the polarity of the electric field changes, and (c) arrangement of FLC
cells in the form of 2D array in the FLCSLM and a snap of the commercial SXGA-R3
display panel. In the figure the double arrows indicate the polarization directions.

are bistable in nature and they take an orientation based on the direction of the applied

electric field. Therefore, the orientation of the molecules can be switched through a

certain angle (say, 45o) by altering the polarity of applied electric field as shown Fig. 2.8

(a). The liquid crystal molecules are put in a transparent cell with two electrodes on the

two opposite sides of the cell. The thickness of the cell is so decided that a laser beam

with appropriate polarization passing through the cell undergoes a polarization rotation

similar to passing through a half waveplate. Therefore, a cell can be oriented in such a

way that if a polarizer is used on the emergent side of the cell with its axis made parallel

to the polarization axis of the beam then the polarizer will transmit or obstruct light

based on the polarity of the applied electric field across the cell. The binary modulation

of the intensity of the emergent beam by a ferroelectric liquid crystal cell is shown in

Figs. 2.8 (b). Such liquid crystal cells can be arranged in a two dimensional array as

shown in Figs. 2.8 (c). Such an arrangement of liquid crystal cells is known as liquid

crystal spatial light modulator (LCSLM). We use commercially available ferroelectric
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liquid crystal spatial light modulator (FLCSLM) of Forth Dimension Display (model

no. SXGA-R3). This FLCSLM is a reflective type and hence modulation takes place

in the reflected beam. To implement the binary hologram we write the numerically

obtained binary pattern onto the FLCSLM display via a computer interface. The light

transmission property of the individual FLC cell gets modified in accordance with the

pixel value in the binary pattern and the same can also be reconfigured in real time.

L1
L2

P2

P1
Optical axis

Binary 

Hologram

-1

+1

0

FLCSLM ID

Fig. 2.9 Schematic of a basic setup using the FLCSLM acting as the binary hologram to
realize a user defined wavefront.

Figures 2.9 shows a basic setup to generate a user defined object beam wavefront

using a binary hologram displayed on an FLCSLM. The binary hologram to generate

the user defined phase profile (Φ) is constructed digitally in a computer and the same

is written on the FLCSLM panel. A collimated laser beam considered as the reference

beam is incident the FLCSLM display acting as the binary hologram in the reflection

mode. The emergent beam just after the hologram undergoes polarization modulation

based on the pixel value of the binary hologram. Therefore, it leads to three prominent

diffraction orders, namely 0, +1, and -1 order beams. The diffracted beams are collected

by a lens L1 and are focused onto the iris diaphragm (ID). By choosing the appropriate

values of (mx, my), the +1 order can be separated from the other orders and transmitted

through ID. This beam can be recollimated using lens L2 to realize an exact replica of
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the phase profile (Φ) in the plane P1P2 which is arranged optically conjugate to the

FLCSLM plane.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have described working principle of holography and elaborated how

the principle of classical holography is utilized to construct the computer generated

holograms. We have then discussed an algorithm to construct binary holograms which

when illuminated with the reference beam gives rise to a user defined object beam

wavefront. We have explained how binary hologram can be used to define the position

of the +1 order beam with reference to the zero order beam and how the +1 order beam

can be incorporated with a linear combination of aberration modes. We have ended the

chapter with an illustration of the basic experimental arrangement using the FLCSLM to

implement the binary holograms.
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CHAPTER 3

Development of grating array based

wavefront sensor using a liquid crystal

spatial light modulator

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the implementation of a grating array based zonal wavefront

sensor of light beams which will be used later in the thesis. The chapter first elaborates

the working principle of a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. This is followed by

a description on the geometry of the wavefront sensor and the phase reconstruction

algorithms. The chapter highlights some important limitations of the Shack-Hartmann

wavefront sensor. It then discusses the principle of the grating array based zonal

wavefront sensor, which uses an array of binary diffraction gratings in conjunction with a

focusing lens. An experimental arrangement to perform a proof of principle experiment

is then elaborated. The chapter ends with the illustration of experimental results to

validate the working of the grating array based zonal wavefront sensor.
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Chapter 3: Development of grating array based wavefront sensor using a liquid crystal
spatial light modulator

3.2 Wavefront sensing and wavefront sensor

We know that a wavefront is an imaginary surface associated with a light beam that

corresponds to points with constant phase or with equal optical path length from the

source of light. Figure 3.1 shows two types of wavefronts, a spherical wavefront (W1)

originating from the point source (S) kept before a lens later becomes a plane wavefront

(W2) after the lens. In case of a spherical wavefront rays diverge in all the directions.

While for the plane wavefront, the rays travel in one direction.

When a plane wave written as E(x,y,z, t) = Eoeikze−2πiνt propagating along the z-

axis is transmitted through a medium or reflected by a surface, the shape of the wavefront

gets changed as depicted in Figs. 3.1 (i) and (ii), respectively. Such a wavefront (W3) is

now said to be aberrated. The reflected or transmitted wavefront has an unknown phase

profile ϕ so that the wave now is written as E(x,y,z, t) = Eeikze−2πiνteiϕ .

S

W1
W2 W3

Len

s

Transmissive 

Medium

z S

W1
W2

W3

Lens

Reflective 

Surface

z

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.1 A spherical wavefront is made planar by a lens and then gets aberatted on (a)
transmission through a medium or (b) reflection from a surface.

The technique of measuring the unknown phase profile or the wavefront of the

incident beam is known as wavefront sensing. As discussed previously, the wavefront

sensors are classified into two groups, namely the zonal wavefront sensors (such as

Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor [69], pyramid sensor [70, 71], etc.) and modal

wavefront sensors (such as curvature sensor [72, 73], bias beam based modal wavefront

sensor [50], etc.). In the present thesis work, we consider the zonal type of wavefront
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3.3. Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

sensor since it is more robust and suitable for measuring wavefronts of arbitrary shape.

In a zonal wavefront sensor, the incident wavefront is initially divided into a number

of constituent zones or sub-apertures and phase over each zone is estimated before

reconstructing the resultant phase profile. The most well known and popular zonal

wavefront sensor is the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor.

3.3 Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

Reference focal spots (white dot)

Displaced focal spots (Red dot)

P1

P2

A1

A2

(a)

(b)
(c)

Fig. 3.2 Diagram of (a) a plane wavefront, and (b) a distorted wavefront incident on the
lenslet array giving rise to reference and shifted focal spot array shown in (c).

A Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWS) consists of a two-dimensional array of

micro-lenses, called lenslets, followed by an array detector. When the incident wavefront

passes through the lenslet array, it gets dissected by each lenslet and focused onto

the detector array placed at the common focal length of the lenslet array. Figure 3.2

illustrates the working principle of the SHWS. When a plane wavefront denoted by P1P2

passes through the lenslet array, it forms a regular array of focal spots in the detector

plane, shown as white dots in Fig. 3.2 (c). The regular array of focal spots are termed as
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reference focal spots. Each of these focal spots is located at the centre of the respective

detector sub-aperture and on the optical axis of the respective lenslet. These focal spots

are displaced from their reference positions when an aberrated wavefront (denoted by

A1A2) is incident on the lenslets array. The displaced spots are shown as red dots in Fig.

3.2 (c). The amount of shifts in the focal spots are directly related to the local slopes

of the wavefront. Knowing the local slopes of the incident wavefront, the unknown

wavefront can be constructed by using a phase reconstruction algorithm [55, 74].

3.3.1 Measurement of local slopes

The first step of the wavefront estimation process in a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

is determining the focal spot locations. The focal spots are formed in an array detector.

One simple way to locate the focal spot position is to find the location of the peak or the

maximum in the irradiance distribution of each focal spot as obtained from the detector

array output. The focal spot position say xc and yc can also considered as the centroid of

the respective irradiance distribution. If we consider Ii, j as the intensity of the (i, j)th

pixel in the irradiance distribution then we can write

xc =

∑
i, j∈AOI

xi, j Ii, j

∑
i, j∈AOI

Ii, j
and yc =

∑
i, j∈AOI

yi, j Ii, j

∑
i, j∈AOI

Ii, j
(3.1)

where x(i, j) and y(i, j) are the co-ordinates of the (i,j)th pixel. The summation is taken

over all the pixels of the detector array within an area-of-interest (AOI) capturing a given

focal spot.

Let us consider that for a given incident beam (xr,yr) are the reference focal spot

positions and (xs,ys) are the shifted focal spot positions.

Sx(i, j)

Sy(i, j)

=

∂φ(x,y)
x

∂φ(x,y)
y

=
1
dx

xs − xr

ys − yr

 (3.2)
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3.3. Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

where [Sx(i, j),Sy(i, j)] are the local slopes along the x and y directions, dx is the

distance between the lenslet array and the detector array, set as the common focal length

f of the lenslet.

3.3.2 Reconstruction of wavefront

In contemporary texts, wavefront reconstruction refers to estimation of the wavefront

profile from wavefront gradient data. Once the local wavefront slopes are obtained, the

wavefront can be reconstructed employing either zonal [55, 74, 75] or modal [76] recon-

struction algorithms. The present thesis work uses the zonal reconstruction algorithm

due to its efficiency to estimate the incident wavefront of arbitrary shape.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.3 Geometries for wavefront estimation, (a) Hudgin geometry (b) Southwell
geometry (c) Fried geometry.

There are certain geometries relating the wavefront slopes Sx , Sy with the phase

φ(x,y). Figure 3.3 depicts three such basic geometries, namely, Hudgin [77], Fried [78],

and Southwell [55] geometries. In the figure, the small circles indicate the locations of

phase estimation (also referred to as grid points) while the arrows represent the wavefront

slopes in the x- and y-directions. In the Hudgin geometry as seen in Fig. 3.3 (a), the

wavefront slope measurements are carried out at the midpoint between two neighbouring

grid points for phase. In the Fried geometry as seen in Fig. 3.3 (c), both the x and

y-slopes are measured at the center of four neighbouring grid points for phase. While in
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Southwell geometry, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (b), the wavefront slopes are measured at the

same point where the phase is to be estimated. Out of these three geometries, Southwell

geometry showed its superiority as it estimates the wavefront of an incident beam more

accurately [79]. Therefore in this thesis we consider two algorithms, i.e. Southwell and

Pathak-Boruah, which are based on the Southwell geometry.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Phase and slopes at nine grid points (separated from each other by a distance
of d along the horizontal and vertical direction). Relation between phase and slope in
(b) the Southwell algorithm and in (c) the Pathak-Boruah algorithm. Sx, Sy, S+, and
S−, vectors represent slopes along the horizontal, vertical, front diagonal and the back
diagonal directions, respectively. The red dots represent the locations of the phase
estimation points.

Fig. 3.4 (a) shows nine adjacent grid points in the Southwell geometry, represented

by eight black dots and one red dot. The row indices vary from (i-1) to (i+1) and

column indices vary from (j-1) to (j+1) . In Southwell algorithm as shown in Fig. 3.4

(b), the mean of the slope values in the vertical or horizontal directions for two adjacent

grid points is expressed in terms of the phase difference between the same two grid

points. Therefore, if φ(i, j), Sx(i, j) and Sy(i, j) represent the phase, horizontal slope
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and the vertical slope, respectively, at the location (i, j), then the relation between phase

and slope values at the location of the red dot as in Fig. 3.4 (a) can be written as

Sx(i, j)+ Sx(i, j+1)
2

=
φ(i, j+1)−φ(i, j)

d
Sx(i, j)+ Sx(i, j−1)

2
=

φ(i, j)−φ(i, j−1)
d

(3.3)

Sy(i, j)+ Sy(i+1, j)
2

=
φ(i+1, j)−φ(i, j)

d
Sy(i, j)+ Sy(i−1, j)

2
=

φ(i, j)−φ(i−1, j)
d

where d is the separation between two adjacent grid points in the vertical or horizontal

direction. Now from equation 3.3

φ(i, j) =
φ(i, j+1)+φ(i, j−1)+φ(i+1, j)+φ(i−1, j)

4

+
d
8
[Sx(i, j−1)−Sx(i, j+1)+Sy(i−1, j)−Sy(i+1, j)] (3.4)

Equation 3.4 provides phase reconstruction expression at the central grid point according

to the Southwell algorithm. However for the phase at edge or corner, the expression

needs a small modification. The generalised expression for phase at any grid point, for a

lenslet array of dimension N ×N, can be written as,

φ(i, j) =
1

g(i, j)
[α(i, j+1)φ(i, j+1)+α(i, j−1)φ(i, j−1)+α(i+1, j)φ(i+1, j)

+α(i−1, j)φ(i−1, j)]+
d
8
[α(i, j−1)Sx(i, j−1)−α(i, j+1)Sx(i, j+1)

+α(i−1, j)Sy(i−1, j)−α(i+1, j)Sy(i+1, j)] (3.5)

where,

α =

 1 ( for slope measurements inside the array)

0 ( for slope measurements outside the array)
(3.6)
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and

gi, j =



2 i f (i = 1, and j = 1 or N) or (i = N, and j = 1 or N) (at the corners)

3 f or i = 1or N; j = 2 → N −1 (top or bottom Edge)

3 f or j = 1or N; i = 2 → N −1 (left or right Edge)

4 (at points barring edge, and corner)
(3.7)

If we have more number of slope data, we can estimate the phase at each grid point more

accurately. In Pathak-Boruah phase reconstruction algorithm [74], the slope values at

the diagonally located grid points in addition to the grid points in the horizontal and

vertical directions, are also considered. Thus two additional slope measurements are

included in the phase expression for each grid point, namely, the front diagonal (denoted

by S+d ) and the back diagonal (denoted as S−d ) slopes, defined as

S+d (i, j) =
Sx(i, j)+Sy(i, j)√

2
(3.8)

S−d (i, j) =
Sx(i, j)−Sy(i, j)√

2
(3.9)

The relation between slope values and the phase at a given grid point (i, j) in the

Pathak-Boruah algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 (c). Therefore we can write

S+d (i, j)+ S+d (i+1, j+1)
√

2
=

φ(i+1, j+1)−φ(i, j)
d

(3.10)

S+d (i, j)+ S+d (i−1, j−1)
√

2
=

φ(i, j)−φ(i−1, j−1)
d

(3.11)

S−d (i, j)+ S−d (i−1, j+1)
√

2
=

φ(i−1, j+1)−φ(i, j)
d

(3.12)

S−d (i, j)+ S−d (i+1, j−1)
√

2
=

φ(i, j)−φ(i+1, j−1)
d

(3.13)
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Using the expressions of S+d and S−d from Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 in Eqs. 3.10, 3.11 and

3.12, 3.13, we have

Sx(i, j)+Sy(i, j)+Sx(i+1, j+1)+Sy(i+1, j+1)
2

=
φ(i+1, j+1)−φ(i, j)

d
(3.14)

Sx(i, j)+Sy(i, j)+Sx(i−1, j−1)+Sy(i−1, j−1)
2

=
φ(i, j)−φ(i−1, j−1)

d
(3.15)

Sx(i, j)−Sy(i, j)+Sx(i−1, j+1)−Sy(i−1, j+1)
2

=
φ(i−1, j+1)−φ(i, j)

d
(3.16)

Sx(i, j)−Sy(i, j)+Sx(i+1, j−1)−Sy(i+1, j−1)
2

=
φ(i, j)−φ(i+1, j−1)

d
(3.17)

Combining the Eqs. 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17, we can therefore write

φ(i, j) =
1
8
[φ(i, j+1)+φ(i, j−1)+φ(i−1, j+1)+φ(i−1, j−1)+φ(i+1, j+1)

+φ(i+1, j)+φ(i−1, j)+φ(i+1, j−1)]+
d
16

[Sx(i, j−1)−Sx(i, j+1)

+Sy(i−1, j)−Sy(i+1, j)−Sx(i+1, j+1)−Sy(i+1, j+1)

+Sx(i−1, j−1)+Sy(i−1, j−1)−Sx(i−1, j+1)

+Sy(i−1, j+1)+Sx(i+1, j−1)−Sy(i+1, j−1)] (3.18)

Now the phase expression for the grid point (i, j), in general, can be written as

φ(i, j) =
1

hi, j

(µ,ν)=(i+1, j+1),(µ,ν )̸=(i, j)

∑
(µ,ν)=(i−1, j−1)

α(µ,ν)φ(µ,ν)

+
d

2hi, j

µ=i+1

∑
µ=i−1

α(µ, j−1)Sx(µ, j−1)− d
2hi, j

µ=i+1

∑
µ=i−1

α(µ, j+1)Sx(µ, j+1)

+
d

2hi, j

ν= j+1

∑
ν= j−1

α(i−1,ν)Sy(i−1,ν)− d
2hi, j

ν= j+1

∑
ν= j−1

α(i+1,ν)Sy(i+1,ν) (3.19)
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where

α(µ,ν) =

 1 (if (µ,ν) inside the array)

0 (if (µ,ν) outside the array)
(3.20)

and

gi, j =



3 i f (i = 1, and j = 1 or N) or (i = N, and j = 1 or N) (at the corners)

5 f or i = 1or N; j = 2 → N −1 (top or bottom Edge)

5 f or j = 1or N; i = 2 → N −1 (left or right Edge)

8 (at points barring edge, and corner)
(3.21)

Therefore the unknown wavefront can be estimated from the local slope data obtained

from the detector array using the Eq. 3.5 or Eq. 3.19 via different iterative methods

such as Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, or successive over relaxation method [80], [81]. It is

to be noted that two important parameters of a wavefront reconstruction algorithm

are the reconstruction accuracy and the processing time. Pathak-Boruah algorithm

provides a better wavefront measurement accuracy than the Southwell algorithm without

significantly increasing the processing time.

3.3.3 Limitations of the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

The Shack Hartmann wavefront sensor is found to be useful in a wide range of applica-

tions, however one must also be aware of some of its important limitations.

The fabrication of the lenslet array involves several steps, including cutting and

polishing of glass slabs. In recent times, the relevant technological advancements have

minimised the fabrication efforts. However, each sensor still comprises a fixed type of

lenslet array and it is not routine to change or modify the lenslet array. Therefore unless

optically magnified or demagnified, the incident wavefront will be sampled by a fixed

number of zones only.
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The spatial resolution of the conventional Shack- Hartmann wavefront sensor is

related to the diameter and the number of lenses in the lenslet array. One way to improve

the spatial resolution of the sensor would be to reduce the size of the lenslet. The

reduction of the size of lenslet on the other hand increases the size of the focal spot in

the detector plane. This approach therefore requires a decrease in the focal length of the

lenslet which degrades the sensitivity of the sensor.

Other than the resolution, the dynamic range of a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

is also associated with the the focal length of the lenslets. There have been efforts made

to increase the dynamic range either by using new algorithms or by modifying the lenslet

arrangements [82, 83]. In general, both the lenslet focal length and detector subaperture

dimension together limit the maximum measurable local wavefront slope value. If the

local slope of an incident wavefront exceeds the predetermined limit, the focal spot

corresponding to one subaperture may move into the nearby subaperture. A decrease in

the lenslet focal length to increase the upper limit of the local slope will lead to decrease

in the sensitivity as stated above.

Further the fixed focal length of the lenslet array also decides the sensitivity of the

sensor and it can not be easily altered even if the application demands.

In a conventional Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor, we ideally require a perfectly

plane reference wavefront. In the absence of such a perfectly plane wavefront the sensor

does not provide any facility for correcting the reference wavefront.

3.4 Working principle of grating array based zonal wave-

front sensor

In view of the limitations in the conventional Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor, in

this thesis we use a grating array based zonal wavefront sensor [40]. The grating array

based zonal wavefront sensor (GAWS) consists of a two dimensional array of binary

diffraction gratings followed by a focusing lens and a detector array. Each binary grating

can in fact be considered as a binary hologram discussed in the previous chapter. Hence
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if a beam is incident on such a grating, it gives rise to a number of diffracted beams, the

most prominent being the +1 order diffracted beam. The direction of propagation of the

+1 order beam is decided by the spatial frequency of the respective grating element. Thus

by properly defining the spatial frequency of the grating elements, for a plane incident

wavefront we may get a regular array of focal spots in the detector plane due to focusing

of the +1 order beam diffracted by each grating.

f f

Reference 

wavefront
Aberrated

wavefront

Grating 

subaperture Detector 

subaperture

Array of gratings Array of +1 orders in a detector 

plane for reference wavefront

Array of +1 orders in a detector 

plane for aberrated wavefront

(a)

(b)

Lens Lens
A1

A2

P1

P2

Fig. 3.5 Schematic of (a) a reference beam and an aberrated beam incident on a grating
array based zonal wavefront sensor. (b) The 2D view of the 7×7 grating array and the
corresponding +1 order focal spots for both reference and aberrated wavefronts.

Let us consider a two dimensional array of diffraction gratings for the GAWS. The

spatial frequency (referred to as x and y tilts in the previous chapter) of the top left grating

element with index (1,1) is denoted as (m0x,m0y) and the same for any other grating

element with index (i, j) is denoted as (mi
0x,m

j
0y). Here we apply uniform increments say,

∆m0x and ∆m0y in the spatial frequencies along x and y- directions between the adjacent

grating elements. Therefore the tilts or spatial frequency for any grating element with
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index (i, j) can defined as

mi
0x = m1

0x +(i−1)×∆m0x (3.22)

m j
0y = m1

0y +( j−1)×∆m0y (3.23)

The separation between adjacent focal spots depends on the value of ∆m0x and ∆m0y. In

order to form a regular grid of +1 order focal spots we choose ∆m0x = ∆m0y. However

if the two are not equal it will give rise to a 2D array of focal spots where separation

between adjacent focal spots in the x and y direction will be different. Each grating

in addition to the spatial frequency components (mi
0x,m

j
0y) representing wavefront tilts

along x and y will also be described by the pure phase term.

For an aberrated incident wavefront the focal spots get shifted from their reference

positions and the shifts in the focal spots can be determined from the data given by

the detector array. Thus knowing the focal spot shifts the unknown wavefront can

be estimated precisely the same manner as it is done in the case of the conventional

Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor discussed in the previous section. Figure 3.5 (a)

shows a plane reference wavefront and an aberrated wavefront incident on a grating

array consisting of (7×7) grating elements. The +1 order diffracted beams are focused

by the lens onto the detector plane. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the resulting +1 order focal

spots. These focal shifts are first employed to estimate the local wavefront slopes which

are then used in the wavefront estimation algorithm [55, 74] as described previously to

obtain the unknown phase profile.

Wavefront sensing by the GAWS provides a number of important advantages over

the conventional Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. The most important advantage

is that the array of binary gratings or binary holograms can be realized with the help

of a liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LCSLM). Thus the grating array and its

parameters can be reconfigured in a dynamic manner. It makes it possible that a given

incident wavefront is sampled by different number of zones. It also makes it possible to

dynamically alter the spatial resolution and dynamic range by changing the number and
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size of the grating elements. Since the focal spots are generated by a single focusing

lens, the same can be replaced by another lens of a different focal length or be simply

repositioned to adjust the sensitivity of the sensor. Here the grating array and the detector

array are two independent components. Thus one has all the freedom to replace the

detector array as well based on the requirement. Since each grating element is actually a

binary hologram constructed using the computer generated holography technique, the

+1 order beam from each hologram can also carry correction phase term. Thus if the

reference wavefront is not perfect or aberrated, the grating array can be configured so

that the array of reference focal spots in the detector plane is a regular one.

3.5 Basic components of the GAWS setup

Below we provide a brief description of the basic components of our experimental setup

to implement the grating array based zonal wavefront sensor.

3.5.1 Laser

The laser source is one primary component of the setup. In our experiment we use one

polarised and one non polarised Helium-Neon (He-Ne) laser (CVI Melles Griot, part

number 25-LHP-991-230). The laser emits in the red (λ=633±1 nm) with an output

power of 10 mW and works in the T EM00 (> 90 %) mode. The beam diameter (1/e2 ) of

the laser is 0.65 mm with a far field divergence of 1.24 mrad.

We also use a polarised green Diode-Pumped Solid State (DPSS) laser (CVI Melles

Griot, part number 85-GCA-020). The DPSS laser is capable of delivering diffraction

limited, T EM00 output with excellent power stability. Its emission wavelength is 532 ±

1.0 nm with an output power of 50 mW and has a beam diameter (1/e2) of 1.1 ± 0.2 mm

with a far field divergence of less than 1.25 mrad.
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3.5.2 Ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulator

The ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulator (FLCSLM) is the other key

component of the setup. As stated in the previous chapter, the device comprises a 2D

array of cells each containing liquid crystal molecules that are in chiral smectic phase

(denoted as smectic C∗). In our setup we use an FLCSLM (SXGA-R3) manufactured by

Forth Dimension display. The display has 1280 x 1024 liquid crystal cells or pixels with

a pixel pitch of 13.62 µm. It has an active area of 17.43 mm x 13.95 mm. The FLCSLM

can display 24 bit color images ( 8 bits each for red, green, and blue) with a refresh rate

of atleast 60 Hz. Thus SXGA-R3 is capable of displaying binary holograms at a rate

of 1440 Hz (60 x 24). The exact display timing of each binary hologram can also be

availed from the SXGA-R3 driver board in the form of a syc signal.

3.5.3 Photo detector array or camera

In this thesis work, we use two different types of CMOS cameras. We first use a USB

3.0 CMOS camera (Thorlabs, DCC3420M) that has a pixel resolution of 1280 × 1024

(1.3 megapixels) with a pixel pitch of 5.3 µm. It has a maximum full frame rate of 60

fps delivered via a USB 3.0 communication interface. This camera can be operated

in both external triggered mode and free run mode. We also use a high-speed camera

link CMOS camera (Basler, A504K). The pixel resolution of the camera is again 1280

×1024 (1.3 megapixels) with a pixel size of 12.0 µm. It has a maximum full frame rate

of 500 fps which can go even higher if lesser number of rows are activated. The camera

can be triggered via an external synchronization signal or run in an internally controlled

free-run mode.

3.5.4 Microcontroller Circuit and synchronization unit

In our experiments during image acquisition, the display in the FLCSLM panel and the

camera exposure need to be synchronized. For this we have developed a synchroniza-

tion unit using a peripheral interface controller (PIC) based circuit board (Microchip,
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PIC18F2550) which communicates with various other units. The FLCSLM provides a

sync signal to the PIC18F2550 microcontroller as an external interrupt, indicating the

display timings of a binary hologram sequence sent to the FLCSLM. The user code then

instructs the microchip to process the sync signal and generate an appropriate trigger

signal for the camera. This trigger signal then ensures that the camera captures the focal

spots arising from a specific binary pattern displayed on the FLCSLM.

3.6 The experimental arrangement of a basic GAWS

setup

To validate the working of the GAWS scheme, we perform a proof of principle experi-

ment. The schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.6. We

use a He-Ne red laser as the illumination source whose specifications have already been

discussed earlier. Two lenses L1 and L2 are used to expand and collimate the laser beam.

The collimated beam is incident on the FLCSLM which can display an array of binary

diffraction gratings or a single hologram computed in a LabVIEW program in a PC.

LASER

NDF

FLCSLM

L1
L2

L3

L4

I1

Camera

Computer

Synchronization unit

Grating array

Fig. 3.6 Schematic of the experimental arrangement of a proof of principle grating array
based zonal wavefront sensor setup.
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The FLCSLM diffracts the incident beam into several orders and they are received by

the lens L3. An iris diaphragm is used to isolate the +1 diffraction order from the other

higher orders. The +1 order beams are then focused using the lens L4 on the Thorlabs

USB 3.0 CMOS camera. The operations of the camera and FLCSLM are synchronized

using the synchronized unit. The camera records the focal spot or a pattern of focal spots

corresponding to a single hologram or an array of gratings. The Labview program in

Fig. 3.7 Screen shot of the front panel of the LabVIEW program for the GAWS.

addition to computing the grating array or holograms communicates with the FLCSLM

and the CMOS camera. The same program then converts the focal spot data into local

slopes and estimates the unknown wavefront. The LabVIEW program also enables

programmably changing the number of grating elements in the grating array. Besides

the Labview program facilitates incorporating a linear combination of Zernike mode

aberrations into the +1 order beam. The property of the +1 order beam gets modified in

such a way as if the incident beam is aberrated with the same phase profile as the linear

combination of Zernike modes. Therefore we refer such aberrations or phase profile as
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holographically introduced aberrations or phase profile. Figure 3.7 shows a screen shot

of the front panel of the Labview program.

3.6.1 Determination of calibration constant to estimate local slope

θ

θ

Δ 𝑥

f

P

Q

A

B C

O

R

Detector

Δ 𝑧

lens

Distorted Wavefront Spot 
Position

Planar Wavefront Spot 
Position

FLCSLM 
plane

Fig. 3.8 Ray diagram showing the shift of the focal spot in the detector plane as a
function of tilt of the wavefront in the FLCSLM plane.

As we have noticed, the camera in the GAWS estimates local slope of the test

wavefront from the focal spot shifts. Figure 3.8 illustrates how change in slope in the

wavefront leads to shift in focal spot. Let AB is the plane wavefront which is focused

by a lens of focal length f at P. The normal to plane AB is along the optical axis. The

respective tilted wavefront AC that makes an angle θ with the optical axis is focused

at the point Q. Thus PQ is the focal spot shift for a wavefront slope of angle θ . If the

camera plane coincides the focal plane of the lens and the wavefront AB or AC coincides

with the FLCSLM plane then we can write

tanθ =
BC
AB

=
PQ
OP

(3.24)

such that

tanθ =
∆z

dhol
=

∆x
f

(3.25)
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Here dhol is the beam or the hologram diameter, ∆z is the path difference between the

wavefront AB and AC at the edge of FLCSLM plane and the respective phase difference

is ∆φ . Hence we can write

∆z =
λ

2π
×∆φ (3.26)

Therefore knowing f and ∆x the wavefront slope tanθ can be obtained. However in

the present setup there are more than one lenses between the FLCSLM and the camera

plane. Hence the focal length f needs to be replaced by an effective focal length fe that

represents the effect of all the lenses between FLCSLM plane and the camera. Obtaining

the exact value of fe from the lens arrangement is difficult since it requires precise

location of all the lenses and their focal lengths. Therefore we introduce a calibration

constant (Cs) to estimate the slope whose value we determine holographically. We first

display a single binary hologram of diameter dhol using Φ = mx0x+my0y. The location

of the +1 order beam in the camera say (px0, py0) is noted. We then display another

hologram using Φ1 = (mx0 +δmx0)x+(my0 +δmy0)y and the respective +1 order beam

position (px1, py1) is noted. The slope of the +1 order beam in the FLCSLM plane

corresponding to Φ1 is

tanθ =
λ

√
δm2

x0 +δm2
y0

dhol
(3.27)

We then define the calibration constant as

Cs =
λ

√
δm2

x0 +δm2
y0

dhol
√
(px1 − px0)2 +(px1 − px0)2

(3.28)

which can be expressed in the unit of radian per camera pixel.

Thus slope in X or Y direction can be obtained by multiplying the focal spot shifts

in the camera plane in X or Y direction with Cs. For an array of N ×N grating elements

the corresponding calibration constant is given as Cs/N.
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3.6.2 Correction of the reference beam
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Fig. 3.9 Experimental images of the focal spot patterns (a) before correction of the
reference beam and (b) after correction of the reference beam.

In our proposed GAWS setup the beam incident on the FLCSLM is first considered

as the reference beam and resulting focal spot pattern of the same is recorded. We can

then introduce a phase distorting element into the incident beam such as by transmitting

the beam through an unknown glass slab or by reflecting it from a test surface. The

incident beam carrying the unknown wavefront is then incident on the FLCSLM and

resulting focal spot pattern is recorded. We notice that our reference beam is not perfectly

plane which results in a focal spot pattern that deviates from a regular grid as seen in the

experimental reference focal spot pattern in Fig. 3.9 (a). This may be due to the residual

aberrations present in the incident beam and distortions introduced by the FLCSLM

itself. We then incorporate a correcting phase into the incident beam holographically so

that the reference focal spot pattern resembles a regular grid. The experimental focal

spot pattern after aberration correction of the reference beam is seen in Fig. 3.9 (b).
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3.7 Demonstration experiments using the basic GAWS

setup

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.10 Arrays of +1 order diffraction spots generated by grating array of dimension
(a) 4×4, (b) 6×6 and (c) 8×8. Row (i) corresponds to the reference beam while rows
(ii) and (iii) correspond to a holographically aberrated beam with defocus and trefoil.

We use the GAWS setup to estimate the wavefront of a holographically aberrated

incident beam. Figure 3.10 (i) shows the reference +1 diffraction order focal spot pattern

captured by the camera for grating array dimensions (a) 4×4, (b) 6×6 and (c) 8×8.

We then incorporate 3 radian RMS (root mean square) amplitude of Zernike modes Z4

representing defocus and Z10 representing trefoil into the incident beam holographically.

Due to the aberration in the beam, the focal spot pattern gets displaced from their
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reference position and it is seen in Figs. 3.10 (ii) and (iii) (a), (b) and (c). The shifts in

the focal spots relative to the reference focal spot positions are converted to the local

slope values using Eq. 3.28. The slope data is then employed in the phase reconstruction

algorithm to obtain the holographacially introduced wavefront.
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Fig. 3.11 False color images of the applied phase profile equal to 3 radian RMS of (i) (a)
Z4 and (ii) (a) Z10. (b), (c), and (d) show the estimated phase profiles corresponding to
(i) Z4 and (ii) Z10 for grating array of dimension 4×4, 6×6 and 8×8, respectively. The
colorbar is in nm.

The phase values of the incident wavefront are calculated from the measured local

slope values using Eq. 3.19. Figure 3.11 shows false color images representing the

applied (holographically introduced) and estimated phase profiles. For each applied

phase profile seen in column (a) of Fig. 3.11 the respective estimated phase profiles

using grating array dimensions of 4×4, 6×6 and 8×8 are seen in column (b), (c) and

(d). The colorbar for each color image is in nanometer units obtained by multiplying the

phase in radian with 633
2π

.

The line plots of the applied and estimated phase profiles along a line passing through

the centre, for the grating array dimensions of 4×4, 6×6 and 8×8 are shown in Figs.

3.12 (i) and (ii). Here the red plot corresponds to the applied phase profiles while the
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(a) (b)

Estimated Phase 4 x 4 zones

Applied Phase

Estimated Phase 6 x 6 zones

Estimated Phase 8 x 8 zones

Fig. 3.12 Line plots along a line through the centre of the applied and estimated phase
profiles for (i) defocus (Z4) and (ii) trefoil(Z10). The horizontal axis correspond to the
sensor plane expressed in mm.

blue, green and black plots correspond to the estimated phase profiles for the grating

array dimensions of 4×4, 6×6 and 8×8, respectively.

In the case of a holographically introduced phase profile, once the wavefront estima-

tion is completed, it is possible to measure the accuracy of the reconstructed wavefront

in terms of the difference between actual and estimated phase values. To quantify the

difference in phase values, mostly root mean square error (RMSE) is considered. The

RMSE in the estimated wavefront can be defined as

RMSE =

√√√√√ N2

∑
i=1

(φ a
i −φ e

i )

N2 (3.29)

where φ a(x,y) and φ e(x,y) are the applied and the estimated phase profiles respectively

and N2 is the total number of grid points where phase is estimated.

Here, we use the applied phase profile and the estimated phase profiles for various

grating array dimension to calculate the RMSE for each case. Table 3.1 shows that
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Table 3.1 RMS errors for different estimated phase profiles

Applied phase
profile

Estimated phase profile
RMS Error for
4x4 grating array

RMS Error for
6x6 grating array

RMS Error for
8x8 grating array

3 Z4 134 nm 108 nm 103 nm
3 Z10 157 nm 122 nm 120 nm

RMS error in wavefront estimation for 3 radian RMS of defocus is found to be 134

nm, 108 nm, and 103 nm, when grating array dimensions 4 × 4, for 6 × 6, and for

8 × 8, respectively are used. The same RMS error in the case of trefoil aberration is

found to be 157 nm, 122 nm, and 120 nm. It is thus observed that the RMS error values

decrease with the increase in the dimension of the grating array. Thus the above proof of

principle experiment successfully validates the working principle of the GAWS besides

demonstrating other important capabilities such as aberration correction of the reference

beam and programmable switching between number of sampling zones (i.e. grating

array dimension).

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have first defined the wavefront and wavefront sensor. We have then

described the principle of Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor followed by a discussion on

the wavefront estimation geometries and reconstruction algorithms. We have highlighted

some important limitation of the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. We have explained

the principle of grating array based zonal wavefront sensor which uses a 2D array of

binary diffraction gratings and showed how the sensor can address some of the limitations

of the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. We have provided a detailed description of

the experimental arrangement of the proposed sensor that uses a ferroelectric liquid

crystal spatial light modulator to realise the grating array in a dynamic fashion. We have

performed proof of principle experiment to demonstrate the working of the grating array

based zonal wavefront sensor and some of its novel features.
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CHAPTER 4

In-situ surface profiling and thickness

measurement using the GAWS

integrated with the pulsed laser

deposition system

4.1 Introduction

In the first chapter, it has already been emphasized on the requirement of on line

monitoring of the growth and the thickness of the thin film particularly by deploying a

diagnostic tool which is independent of the properties of the substrate as well as thin

film under consideration. The present chapter demonstrates a novel method for in-situ

on line monitoring of thickness and surface profile of thin film using a grating array

based zonal wavefront sensor (GAWS) which is independent of the of the properties

of the substrate and the thin film. The advantages of GAWS over SHWS has already

been mentioned in chapters 1 and 3. The technique is implemented on a pulsed laser

deposition (PLD) system. Therefore this chapter begins with the description of the

PLD system on which the GAWS is implemented. It then describes the details of the
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experimental arrangement and important parameters of the setup. We also introduce

the scheme that enables simultaneous measurement of thickness and surface profiles

during the growth of the film on substrate as a function of time. The chapter ends with

the results and discussion on the experimental validation.

4.2 Thin film fabrication using pulsed laser deposition

system

Pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) is a physical vapour deposition technique to grow the

thin film [84] of any material. PLD was developed after the invention of the pulsed

ruby laser in 1960s [85, 86]. In 1965, Smith and Turner [87] successfully carried out

thin film deposition onto multiple substrates for the very first time. But only after two

decades, in the late 1980s, PLD received significant experimental development and

popularity in scientific research. Since then, pulsed laser deposition is considered as

versatile technique to deposit high-quality thin films [88]. It is capable of depositing

high quality thin films of any dielectric material [89, 90], highly reflecting metallic thin

films [91], conducting thin film [88], etc. Figure 4.1 shows the schematic of a pulsed

laser deposition system. In this technique, a high-power pulsed laser is focused onto

a target of the specific material whose thin film is to be deposited. When the intensity

of the laser beam exceeds certain threshold, the material from the target in the focal

region is ejected out in the form of atoms, ions, along with the liberated electrons and

thus furnishes the plasma plume of the material of the target [89, 92, 93]. The plasma

plume expands adiabatically, cools down, and deposites on the substrate placed slightly

away from the target as shown in Fig. 4.1.

In the PLD technique, a small target is enough to grow large number of thin films

thus offering an advantage over sputtering techniques where larger targets are required.

The most important feature of PLD is its capability to transfer stoichiometry of the target

material on deposited films and it is comparatively easier to fabricate the multi-layered

films of different materials [91].
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Substrate

Target

Target holder

Substrate Holder

Vacuum system

View window

L

Plasma plume

High power pulsed laser

Fig. 4.1 Schematic of pulsed laser deposition system

4.3 Experimental arrangement for the pulsed laser de-

position unit

A labelled photograph of the actual PLD unit used in the present thesis is shown in

Fig. 4.2. It consists of an 18” diameter ultra-high vacuum deposition chamber made

up of stainless steel (SS) (Make: Excel Instruments Mumbai, India). The SS chamber

is equipped with a multitarget holder, substrate holder, and several viewports to focus

the laser beam onto the target using a focusing lens as well as for mounting the various

diagnostics. A pressure gauge is attached to the chamber through one of the ports to

measure the background gas pressure inside the chamber. The ablation chamber is

attached to a turbomolecular pump (Pfeiffer, Hi Pace 700) via a 100 CF gate valve

through bottom 100 CF port and backed by a rotary pump (GE Motors, F 144) so as to

evacuate the chamber.

The target holder stage of the PLD chamber is comprised of a microprocessor

controlled carrousel capable of holding six targets simultaneously. It can be programmed
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L
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Fig. 4.2 A labeled photograph of the PLD unit.

to rotate the target about its own axis and also to rotate/raster about axis of the plate

holding all the six targets. The carrousel is inserted inside the deposition chamber

through one of the 150 CF port of the chamber as shown in Fig. 4.2. The substrate

holder is positioned opposite to the target holder stage through another 150 CF port

in such a way so that the laser induced plasma plume directly impinges onto it. The

substrate holder is adjustable so as to tune the distance between the target and substrate.

In the present experimental set up, the separation between the target and the substrate is

maintained at 5 cm. The substrate holder is attached to a heater to control the temperature

in a programable manner. The vacuum chamber is evacuated to a base pressure of around

10−6 mbar for several hours prior to the deposition. A compact full-range pressure gauge

(Pfeiffer, D 35614) is attached through one of the ports as marked in Fig 4.2, to monitor
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4.4. Surface profile measurement of thin film using the GAWS

the pressure inside the ablation chamber continuously during the deposition of the thin

film. For deposition, the second harmonic of a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser (Model No.

INDI-HG: wavelength - 532 nm, repetition rate - 10 Hz, pulse width ∼ 8 ns) is focused

onto the target inside the ablation chamber using a plano-convex lens of focal length of

35 cm. The lens is mounted outside the chamber as shown in Fig. 4.2 and laser beam

is made to incident through the corresponding view port marked as green arrow in the

figure.

4.4 Surface profile measurement of thin film using the

GAWS

Substrate

Incident wave

(a) (b)

Thin film

Incident wave

Substrate

Test wavefront to 

be measured 

Reference  

wavefront 

Fig. 4.3 Illustration of change in the wavefront shape of a beam reflected by a thin film
surface.

In the previous chapter we have realised a grating array-based zonal wavefront sensor

and demonstrated its working principle to measure arbitrary phase profiles of light beams.

In case if the light beam is reflected from a thin film then its phase profile carries the

information about the surface of the thin film. However to use such a wavefront as the

test wavefront one also requires a reference wavefront. The ideal reference wavefront in
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such a case will be the wavefront of the same beam reflected by the bare substrate on

which thin film is to be grown.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the basic principle of the surface profile measurement scheme of

a thin film using the GAWS. Before deposition, a plane wave is incident on the substrate

and reflected as the reference wavefront for the GAWS as shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). As the

deposition begins, thin film grows on the substrate and the incident wave is now reflected

by the thin film. Therefore, the shape of the reflected wavefront is now decided by the

thickness profile of the deposited thin film. This reflected wavefront from the surface

of the deposited thin film now acts as the test wavefront for the GAWS for which the

reference wavefront is the reflected wave from the bare substrate. The GAWS estimates

the test wavefront from the focal spots shifts relative to the reference wavefront using the

phase reconstruction algorithm [56]. As discussed already, the GAWS works by locating

the focal spot positions. So long as the focal spot intensity distribution has the minimum

signal to noise ratio, locating the focal spot is to a large extent unaffected by the intensity

fluctuations. Hence this scheme does not rely on any of the material properties of the

thin film and the substrate so long as these are reflective.

4.5 Integration of the GAWS with the Pulsed Laser de-

position unit

Figure 4.4 shows the experimental arrangement to integrate the grating array based zonal

wavefront sensor with the pulsed laser deposition system. The working principle of the

GAWS has already been described in chapter 3. The integrated system comprised of

three segments, namely the probe laser beam delivery segment, the PLD setup followed

by a lens to receive the beam reflected by the thin film, and the sensor segment of the

GAWS. The beam delivery segment comprises a He - Ne laser (Melles Griot model no.

05-LHP-991 power 10 mw) whose output is first raised to the height of the PLD view

port using a periscopic system. The laser beam is then expanded and collimated with

the help of a microscope objective and lens L1. The collimated laser beam is incident
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Fig. 4.4 Schematic of the GAWS integrated with the PLD system

onto the substrate inside the PLD chamber through the view port v1 . The reflected

beam from the substrate comes out through another view port v2, in a direction 90o to

the incident beam, and directed towards the FLCSLM. The PLD system and the sensor

segment are connected optically via the lenses L2 and L3. The lenses L2 and L3 form

a 4f relay to make the substrate and the FLCSLM optically conjugate to one another.

Binary holograms or diffraction gratings are computed in a PC and are written onto the

FLCSLM panel. The incident laser beam is made p polarised so that the reflected beam

from the substrate is transmitted by the polarising beam spitter (PBS) to be incident

on the FLCSLM. The diffracted light from the grating array is s polarised and hence is

directed towards the detector plane by reflection from PBS. Lenses L4 and L5 via an iris

diaphragm (ID) focus the diffracted beams on to the camera (Thorlabs USB 3.0). As

stated already, for the GAWS, the reflected beam from the substrate only, acts as the

reference beam while that of reflected from the film during deposition acts as the test

beam of unknown wavefront.

In order to realise simultaneous in-situ real time measurement of both, thickness and

surface profile successfully we need to overcome the issues of vibrational noise and the

non uniform growth of the thin film. These are detailed in the following subsections.
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4.5.1 Accounting for vibrational noise due to PLD system

Any relative vibrations of the integrated subsystem leads to unwanted beam fluctua-

tions in the detector plane which gets reflected as inaccuracy or noise in the measured

wavefront. The PLD chamber, as described in the section 4.3 is attached to the turbo

molecular pump backed by rotary pump and hence during the operation, it is prone to

introduce a large vibrations (relative to GAWS) for substrate and thin film deposited on

it. This background vibrational noise is to be estimated and remedial corrections are

to be incorporated for the accurate measurement of wavefront and hence the surface

profiling of the thin film. As an example, Fig. 4.5 (i) shows the estimated wavefront

when only the reference beam is incident, before switching the pump on at two different

interval of time, (a) at t = 0 and t = 30 minutes, while Fig. 4.5 (ii) shows those of after

switching the pump on. These clearly display a large slump in the wavefront estimation

accuracy as the pump is swtiched on. Fortunately, majority of such vibrations effect

the entire beam falling on all the sampling zones in a similar manner. Figure 4.6 (a)

shows the initial focal spot pattern while Fig. 4.6 (b) shows the focal spot pattern after

some time. It is noticed that the entire focal spot pattern gets shifted in a particular

direction by nearly a fixed amount. This indicates that the effect of the relative vibrations

due to vacuum pump is uniform in the entire beam over all the zones. To reduce the

vibrations one can switch off the pumps once the chamber pressure attains a value of ∼

10−6 mbar and then perform the deposition and online monitoring by GAWS. But due

to the degassing, the pressure will build up in the chamber resulting in contamination

of the film as well as target during the deposition. Therefore, in order to obtain good

quality thin films, the chamber should be evacuated continuously during deposition of

the pure metallic thin films e.g. Cu in the present case. Therefore, we come up with a

novel scheme to mitigate the effect of vibrations.

Let us consider that the GAWS is having N ×N number of sampling zones. Xre f

and Yre f are the x and y coordinates of the reference focal spot array recorded at t = 0.
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4.5. Integration of the GAWS with the Pulsed Laser deposition unit

Fig. 4.5 Estimated wavefronts at (i) (a) t = 0 and (b) t = 30 minutes before the pump
is on and (ii) after switching on the pump (a) t = 0 and (b) t = 30 minutes. Incident
wavefront is the beam reflected by the substrate. The color bar is in nm.

Writing

Xre f =



x11 x12 x13 . . .x1N

x21 x22 x23 . . .x2N

x31 x32 x33 . . .x3N
...

...
...

...

xN1 xN2 xN3 . . .xNN


(4.1)
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PLD components off PLD components on

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.6 Representative diagram of the focal spot pattern (a) before and (b) after the
pump is switched on.

and

Yre f =



y11 y12 y13 . . .y1N

y21 y22 y23 . . .y2N

y31 y32 y33 . . .y3N
...

...
...

...

yN1 yN2 yN3 . . .yNN


(4.2)

we then calculate the mean values of x and y coordinates as

xre f =

N
∑

i, j=1
xi, j

N2 and yre f =

N
∑

i, j=1
yi, j

N2 (4.3)
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4.5. Integration of the GAWS with the Pulsed Laser deposition unit

As the pump is switched on the vibration of the setup increases. Let the displaced

coordinates of the focal spot pattern at t = to be

X ′
disp =



x′11 x′12 x′13 . . .x′1N

x′21 x′22 x′23 . . .x′2N

x′31 x′32 x′33 . . .x′3N
...

...
...

...

x′N1 x′N2 x′N3 . . .x′NN


(4.4)

and

Y ′
disp =



y′11 y′12 y′13 . . .y′1N

y′21 y′22 y′23 . . .y′2N

y′31 y′32 y′33 . . .y′3N
...

...
...

...

y′N1 y′N2 y′N3 . . .y′NN


(4.5)

The mean of respective x and y coordinates are calculated as

xdisp =

N
∑

i, j=1
x′i, j

N2 and ydisp =

N
∑

i, j=1
y′i, j

N2 (4.6)

We then obtain the shift of the mean x and y coordinates relative to that of at t = 0 as

∆x = xdisp − xre f and ∆y = ydisp − yre f (4.7)
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The x and y coordinates of the focal spot pattern at t = to are modified as

Xdisp =



x′11 −∆x x′12 −∆x x′13 −∆x . . .x′1N −∆x

x′21 −∆x x′22 −∆x x′23 −∆x . . .x′2N −∆x

x′31 −∆x x′32 −∆x x′33 −∆x . . .x′3N −∆x
...

...
...

...

x′N1 −∆x x′N2 −∆x x′N3 −∆x . . .x′NN −∆x


(4.8)

and

Ydisp =



y′11 −∆y y′12 −∆y y′13 −∆y . . .y′1N −∆y

y′21 −∆y y′22 −∆y y′23 −∆y . . .y′2N −∆y

y′31 −∆y y′32 −∆y y′33 −∆y . . .y′3N −∆y
...

...
...

...

y′N1 −∆y y′N2 −∆y y′N3 −∆y . . .y′NN −∆y


(4.9)

Therefore the focal spot shifts along x and y at t = to become

Xshi f t = Xre f −Xdisp and Yshi f t = Yre f −Ydisp (4.10)

We employ the modified focal shifts as given by Eq. 4.10 in the phase reconstruction

algorithm to get a wavefront measurement that is free from this vibration noise.

To verify the working of the proposed scheme we holographically introduce 1 radian

RMS of defocus aberration into the incident beam. We then use our GAWS setup to

estimate the wavefront at two instants of time, first at t = 0 when the pump is off and

later at t = 120 min after the pump is switched on. Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) show the

estimated phase profiles at time t = 0 and t = 120 min, respectively. The RMS error in

the estimated phase which is 18 nm at t = 0 increases to 104 nm at t = 120 min. We

then employ our scheme represented by Eq. 4.10 and estimate the wavefront at t = 120

min again which is shown in Fig. 4.7 (c). We observe that the RMS error now decreases

to 20 nm which is very close to the error at t = 0.
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Applied phase profile, (b) estimated phase profile after 2 hours without
applying the modified algorithm, (c) estimated phase profile after 2 hours obtained using
the modified algorithm.

4.5.2 Determination of phase difference in the substrate plane (or

thin film) from the measured phase difference in the sensor

plane

Incident wavefront Reflected wavefront Sample

l2l

Fig. 4.8 Change in the phase difference on reflection due to non-uniform deposition of
the thin films.

Let us consider that a plane wave is incident on a non uniformly deposited thin

film where at the central part of the substrate the film has a maximum height equal to l
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relative to the peripheral region as shown in Fig. 4.8. As a result, the reflected wavefront

will not be planar and will undergo a peak path difference of 2l. with respect to that of

peripheral region. Therefore, the reflected wavefront after estimation is needed to be

divided by a factor of 2 to get the phase difference in the substrate plane.

Besides as already mentioned in our setup, the substrate (in the PLD) and the FLC-

SLM planes are made optically conjugate using the lenses L2 and L3. The beam size on

the FLCSLM is 9.5 mm which on the substrate is 25 mm. Therefore, transverse magnifi-

cation of the beam in this optical arrangement is 2.63. The transverse magnification is

related to longitudinal magnification by the following relation,

Longitudinal magnifcation (ML) = Transeverse magnification (MT )
2

As we have MT = 2.63, hence ML = 6.925. Since the wavefront sensor measures the

phase profile as incident on the FLCSLM plane, hence the actual phase profile of the

beam in the substrate plane or sample plane is given as

ΦSample =
1
2
×ML ×ΦSLM (4.11)

where the factor 1
2 on the RHS side is to count for the doubling of the phase difference

due to reflection.

4.5.3 Scheme to measure the thickness and surface profile simulta-

neously

In our integrated system, we need to measure the thickness of the deposited thin film too

apart from the surface profile by analysing the reflected wavefront. In the PLD system,

normally the initial growth of the thin film in the central region is much faster compared

to that of the peripheral (wing) region, thus giving a large gradient between the two

(non uniform deposition). But with the passage of time, the growth towards the wings

is picked up and therefore reducing the gradient and making the growth of thin film

relatively less non uniform.
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l1

l’2

l2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Actual thickness profile at t2Measured surface profile by GAWS

Thin film at t1

Substrate Substrate

Thickness profile at time t1

Substrate Substrate

Thin film at t2

Fig. 4.9 (a) Thin films deposited at time t = t1 and the (b) respective estimated surface
profiles when there is negligible deposition in the peripheral area. (c) film deposition at
t = t2 and (d) corresponding the actual thickness profile and measured surface profile
(broken line), when deposition taking place in the peripheral area.

The phase reconstruction algorithm of a zonal wavefront sensor is designed to

provide phase of the reconstructed wavefront based on the zone wise local slope values.

Thus it only provides the relative phase changes from one grid point to another or the

surface profile. In our algorithm the minimum phase is always kept as zero. Therefore, if

the reflecting surface is flat irrespective of its thickness, the phase estimation algorithm

reconstructs a wavefront with zero phase values. If the thin film is deposited only in

the central part, as during the initial period, the wavefront sensor will estimate both the

surface and thickness profile accurately. But at later stages of deposition even though the

surface profile estimation may be correct, it may not correspond to the correct thickness

profile of thin film. This happens especially towards the later stage of the deposition

as the peripheral deposition tends to flatten the thin film surface. Implication of this

feature of the zonal phase reconstruction algorithm is further illustrated in Fig. 4.9

considering thin film deposition at two instants of time t = t1 and t = t2 where (t2 > t1).

At t = t1, the growth is taking place only in the central part of the substrate whereas

there is hardly any deposition towards the peripheral area of the substrate as shown in

Fig. 4.9 (a). The phase reconstruction algorithm therefore provides correct height (l1)

of the thin film with respect to the substrate, since the minimum of the reconstructed
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phase profile occurring near the boundary matches with actual growth of the thin film

at the peripheral region as shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). However if we consider the second

case at t = t2, where film also grows in the peripheral area as shown in Fig. 4.9 (c),

the reconstruction algorithm although provides the correct surface profile but it does

not represent the correct thickness profile. As seen in Fig. 4.9 (d) the surface height

l′2 obtained from the reconstructed phase profile is smaller than the actual height l2 of

the thin film. However, this problem can be overcome by careful analysis of the phase

profile recorded at regular interval of time during the deposition process as described

below.

In our integrated system, the GAWS measures the surface profiles at an interval

of 5 minutes. As discussed already, the film does not grow uniformly all over the

substrate, at each instant of measurement. Considering the measurement at t=5 minutes,

the estimated surface profile itself will also be the thickness profile. However at later

instants as deposition starts taking place in the peripheral region the surface profile begins

to deviate from the actual thickness profile. We assume that between two successive

surface profile measurements there exists atleast one location on the substrate where

deposition during the corresponding interval is nil or almost negligible. Since we have

kept this interval as 5 minutes and measurement is taken over a large area of the substrate,

this requirement seems realistic. Let us assume that during t=5 minutes to t=10 minutes,

there is a certain location where no deposition has taken place. If the same location did

not record any deposition during t=0 minutes to t=5 minutes, as well, then the estimated

surface profile at t=10 minutes again will be the respective thickness profile. However

if that location had some deposition previously, then in the surface profile estimated at

t=10 minutes, the same location will have less surface height relative to that of estimated

at t=5 minutes. Difference between the two then provides the thickness value to be added

uniformly to the surface profile at t=10 minutes in order to transform it to respective

thickness profile. If this process is repeated at every successive intervals than each

surface profile can be transformed into respective thickness profiles.
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during deposition

Accordingly the steps to be followed to obtain both the surface and thickness profiles

simultaneously can be formulated in the following manner. Let Φr(ti) be the recon-

structed phase or surface profile at t = ti with t = t0 as the instant when the deposition is

about to begin. Φt(ti) is the respective thickness profile at t = ti.

1. Define Φt(t0)=0.

2. At t = ti estimate Φr(ti) using the reflected beam from the substrate at t = t0 as

the reference. Scale Φr(ti) to make its minimum equal to zero.

3. Obtain ∆Φ=Φr(ti)−Φr(ti−1). If min(∆Φ)< 0 define Φt(ti)=Φr(ti)−min(∆Φ),

else keep Φt(ti) = Φr(ti)

4. Perform steps 2 and 3 for i = 1 to N, where N is the number of times the measure-

ment is performed at regular intervals.

5. Φt(ti) provides the thickness profile at t = ti and Φt(tN) provides the thickness

profile after the completion of the deposition.

The above algorithm provides an accurate estimation of the thickness profile under the

approximation that in any interval between ti−1 and ti, negligible deposition takes place

at the grid point where the minimum of Φr(ti)−Φr(ti−1) occurs. Hence for better result

using the algorithm the surface profile measurement interval is to be kept small and the

beam should cover the entire deposition area.

4.6 Demonstration experiment to monitor the surface

and thickness profile of the film during deposition

In this section, the measurement of the surface and thickness profiles as a function of

time by the grating array based zonal wavefront sensor of film deposited on the PLD

system is described. The GAWS is implemented during the deposition of Cu thin film

under high vacuum environment at 500oC substrate temperature via the PLD unit. The

complete system is detailed in section 4.5 and depicted in Fig. 4.2.
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4.6.1 Deposition of Cu thin film on the stainless steel (SS) substrate

Cu film is deposited on a well polished SS substrate of 50 mm diameter and 5 mm

thickness. Prior to deposition substrate is cleaned by usual protocols; first it is sonicated

in acetone for 30 minutes then it is rinsed with acetone and dried out naturally. The

cleaned substrate is mounted on to the substrate holder stage with the help of two clips

provided for this purpose. A pure Cu target of dimension 2.6cm×2.5cm×1mm is used

as the target material. It is initially coarse polished by 800 dpi abrasive silicon carbide

(SiC) paper for 90 minutes to remove the deep scratches and oxides layers on its surface.

Then it is polished with 1000 dpi paper for nearly 60 minutes till the fine scratches are

disappeared visually. The final cleaning process is performed the same way as that of

substrate cleaning. After obtaining the metallic shining on the surface of the target, it is

stuck to one of the target mounts using silver paste. The system is evacuated for several

hours before initiating the deposition as detailed in section 4.3.

The film is deposited for a duration of 125 minutes under a high vacuum ∼ 10−5 mbar.

The substrate temperature through out the experiment is maintained at 500oC, and the

laser energy is kept 52mJ. The film is annealed at 500oC for a duration of 120 minutes

after the deposition and then allowed to cool down naturally under the vacuum.

4.6.2 Various GAWS parameters used in the experiment

We have used a GAWS comprising 5×5 grating elements or binary holograms. Each

binary hologram is described by 140×140 FLCSLM pixels so that the net sensor area is

described by 700×700 pixels. The binary holograms along with the tilts also contain a

correction phase term to holographically correct the residual aberrations in the incident

beam. The estimated phase profile over 5×5 grid points, that corresponds to a circular

area of diameter ∼ 20 mm in the substrate plane, is expanded to 512×512 pixels using

bilinear interpolation. Calibration constant (Cs) (as described in chapter 3, section 3.6.1)

for the experiment has been calculated to be 0.24 radian per camera pixel.
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4.6.3 Results and discussion

As stated already the surface profile measurement of the thin film is performed at an

regular interval of 5 minutes for 125 minutes. For each measurement, the focal spot

array coordinates are corrected for mechanical vibrations and noise using Eq. 4.10.

Each surface profile is then converted to respective thickness profile by adopting the

scheme stated in section 4.5.3. All the surface and thickness profiles are expressed in the

substrate plane in nm units . Figures 4.10 (a→f) show 2D plots of the thickness profiles

at t = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 125 minutes, respectively.

Table 4.1 In-situ thickness measurement of thin film during the deposition of thin film
using the GAWS

Time (min) Thickness of Time (min) Thickness of
the thin film ± 20 nm the thin film ± 20 nm
measured by GAWS measured by GAWS

5 175 70 1520
10 197 75 1584
15 248 80 1636
20 292 85 1643
25 389 90 1725
30 392 95 1798
35 460 100 1858
40 727 105 1879
45 869 110 1903
50 1004 115 1921
55 1090 120 1974
60 1316 125 1990
65 1335 - - - -

Table 4.1 on the other hand lists the thickness value at the centre of the substrate

after every 5 minutes for the entire duration of deposition (equal to 125 minutes). Figure

4.11 (a) shows the thickness at the centre of the substrate with respect to time without

employing the correction scheme for surface to thickness profile (section 4.5.3). Decrease

in surface height from t=100 minutes onwards can be noticed, indicating that the surface

height is not same as film thickness. Figure 4.11 (b) shows the film thickness at the same
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.10 Thickness profiles in nm as estimated by the GAWS at (a) time t= 20 min, (b)
time t = 40 min, (c) time t= 60 min, (d) time t= 80 min, (e) time t= 100 min and (f) time
t= 125 min.
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Fig. 4.11 Plots of the thickness vs time at the centre of the substrate (a) without employing
the proposed thickness measurement scheme (b) after employing the proposed scheme
to measure the thickness.

location, obtained after implementing the surface profile to thickness profile conversion

scheme as described in section 4.5.3. Thus, if the estimated surface profiles are not

converted into thickness profiles, then the conventional algorithm can not estimate the

thickness of the film accurately. The thin film after it is taken out of the PLD system
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Fig. 4.12 (a) Color image of the final Cu thin film deposited. Measurement is performed
over the dashed circular area. (b) False color image of the thickness profile of the final
film as given by the GAWS.

is photographed using a colored camera and is shown in Fig. 4.12 (a). The false color
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Chapter 4: In-situ surface profiling and thickness measurement using the GAWS
integrated with the pulsed laser deposition system

image of the respective thickness profile as given by our scheme is shown in Fig. 4.12

(b). A careful look at the two figures clearly reveal the visual similarity confirming the

validity of the present measurement.

Post deposition film thickness measurement by stylus profilometer

Profilometer plot post 

deposition

Thickness plot by GAWS 

during deposition at time 

t = 125 min

t = 100 min

t = 75 min

t = 50 min

t = 25 min

Fig. 4.13 Comparison of thickness plots of the thin film measured by GAWS and stylus
profilometry, in the central region along the horizontal direction after completion of
deposition. The thickness profile during the deposition at time t = 25,50,75,100,125
minutes are also shown.

After completion of deposition and cooling, film is taken out of the PLD chamber

and thickness of the film is measured by a stylus profilometer (Dektak 150 manufactured

by Veeco) separately in order to compare the measurement by the GAWS setup. Stylus

profilometry is a contact mode technique where the stylus moves vertically and laterally

to scan the surface of the sample and measures the surface height profile as a function of

position.

The profilometer is very sensitive to the height variation in the sample. In order

to measure the thickness of the film from the surface of the substrate, a mask is to be

placed on the substrate during the deposition so as to build a step between the film and

the bare substrate (i.e. devoid of deposition). This type of steps are created naturally in
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4.7. Conclusion

the present case by the clips holding the substrate, acting as mask thereby prohibiting

deposition in the masked region. Figure 4.13 shows line plot of thickness as given by the

profilometer (along a horizontal line through the centre of the film shown in Fig. 4.12 (a)

and the respective line plot of the thickness at t=125 minutes as obtained by the GAWS

measurement. It is observed that the two thickness plots agree reasonably well. The

average thickness in the central region is found to be 1925 nm as measured by the stylus

profilometer. The same figures also shows the thickness plots along the same line from

the GAWS at different instants of time t = 25 min, 50 min, 75 min, and 100 min during

deposition.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, successful implementation of GAWS to monitor the growth of the Cu

thin film during the deposition via PLD is demonstrated. Initially, a brief description of

various components of the pulse laser deposition unit employed in the present work has

been provided. We have then integrated the grating array based wavefront sensor with

the PLD system for in-situ measurement of surface and thickness profiles simultaneously

during deposition. We have discussed the various design consideration of the integrated

system and the challenges that we had to overcome to implement the proof of principle

experiment. The chapter ends with the illustration of the experimental results validating

the technology of in-situ surface profile and thickness measurement simultaneously of

thin film during the deposition by GAWS. Finally, the results are compared with the

offline measurement via a commercial stylus profilometer and both the results are in

reasonable agreement.
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CHAPTER 5

Development of zonal wavefront

sensors with enhanced dynamic range

and enhanced sensitivity

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the implementation of a novel grating array based zonal wave-

front sensor to measure the surface profile and thickness of thin film during deposition

has been demonstrated. Such a scheme will be useful for the majority of the thin films

having some surface curvature or gradient rather than perfect flatness. However, for thin

film of extremely high flatness or large curvatures, the above scheme is to be modified

suitably. In this chapter, we introduce another two schemes to measure the surface profile

with enhanced sensitivity and dynamic range. We also present experimental results to

demonstrate the performance of the two proposed schemes.
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Chapter 5: Development of zonal wavefront sensors with enhanced dynamic range and
enhanced sensitivity

5.2 Sensitivity and dynamic range of a zonal wavefront

sensor

Sensitivity and dynamic range are two most important parameters of a zonal wavefront

sensor. Sensitivity describes the smallest local wavefront slope in the sensor plane that

can be measured by the wavefront sensor. On the other hand, dynamic range is the

maximum local slope detectable using the wavefront sensor. Figure 5.1 shows focusing

of a local wavefront by a single lenslet of the wavefront sensor. For the local wavefront

slope having an angle θ with respect to the plane perpendicular to the optical axis, the

focal spot shifts by an amount ∆x = f tanθ with respect to the reference position P. Here,

f is the focal length of the lenslet and the detector array is assumed to be placed at the

focal plane of the lenslet. As we can see that the minimum wavefront slope measurable

θ

Δ 𝑥

f

P

Q

O

Detector

Tilted wavefront

lens

Tilted wavefront spot

Reference wavefront spot

Reference wavefront

Fig. 5.1 The focal spot displacement in the detector plane for a given wavefront incident
on the lens.

by the sensor is determined by the minimum detectable shift of the focal spot by the
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5.2. Sensitivity and dynamic range of a zonal wavefront sensor

detector and hence it is the pixel pitch of the detector array that effectively decides the

sensitivity. Therefore, denoting the sensitivity (per pixel) as θmin and under small angle

approximation,

θmin =
pixelpitch

f
(5.1)

The unit of θmin is radian per pixel. In a similar manner, the maximum local slope in the

sensor plane is decided by the dimension or number of pixels in the detector subaperture

for the given lenslet. Hence, if dmax is the dimension of the subaperture then the dynamic

range of the sensor from Fig. 5.1 is given by

θmax =
dmax

2 f
(5.2)

where θmax is in the unit of radian.

Sensitivity of the wavefront sensor will play an essential role in surface profile

and thickness measurements particularly in applications requiring uniform thickness or

flat surfaces. Thickness uniformity is important in a number of applications involving

various types of thin films such as solar cell [94, 95], plane mirror band pass filters

[96] etc. Since uniform growth of thin film in any deposition system is not guaranteed

hence a sensitive thickness profile monitoring system during deposition can be very

useful. On the other hand, there are a number of applications involving sinusoidal or

non sinusoidal periodic thin films structures. For instance, quasi periodic thin film

structure can improve antireflection properties [97], and can be useful in energy storage

application [98]. Sinusoidal thickness variation is on the other hand also relevant for the

fabrication of thin film waveguide [99]. Such periodic thin film structure will certainly be

associated with extremely high slope of the surface. Therefore, for all such applications

the sensitivity and the dynamic range of the proposed scheme need to be improved.

From the Fig. 5.1, it is seen that the sensitivity of a Shack-Hartmann type wavefront

sensor can be increased in principle by increasing the focal length of the lenslet. Similarly,

the dynamic range of a Shack-Hartmann type wavefront sensor can be increased by

decreasing the focal length of the lenslet. Unfortunately, the lenslet array has a fixed focal
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Chapter 5: Development of zonal wavefront sensors with enhanced dynamic range and
enhanced sensitivity

length and hence one has to be contained with the given sensitivity and dynamic range

of the sensor. Nevertheless, several attempts have been made to increase the sensitivity

of a zonal wavefront sensor, for instance by using algorithms to measure subpixel focal

spot shifts [100], noise reduction in the focal spot data [101], placing a detector in a

defocused plane and employing a modified estimation algorithm [102], etc. Attempts

have also been made to increase the dynamic range of the zonal wavefront sensor by

blocking and unblocking the individual lenslets [103, 104], by sequential projection of

small portions of the wavefront at a time [105], apodisation of the fabricated lenslets

array [106] and using astigmatic microlenses [82]. However, most of such improvements

are not applicable for the in-situ measurement of surface profile and thickness of thin film

during the deposition as is possible in our present system in chapter 4. In our proposed

scheme, it is possible to change the focal length of the focusing lens that follows the

grating array, easily. For instance we can use a lens of larger focal length to enhance the

sensitivity of the sensor [107]. However, increase in focal length will lead to increase in

the size of all the focal spots which in turn will limit the dynamic range of the sensor.

Using a scanning type Hartmann sensor [108] it is possible to utilize the entire detector

array for each focal spot. However, one has to pay a price in terms of the sensing frame

rate. In the following sections, we propose two novel schemes, one to enhance the

sensitivity of our proposed wavefront sensing schemes without compromising on the

sensing speed and the other to enhance the dynamic range of the sensor significantly for

highly curved thin film surfaces.

5.3 Sensitivity Enhancement in a zonal wavefront sen-

sor

In order to improve the sensitivity of our zonal wavefront sensor, we modify the sensing

scheme utilizing the capability of the FLCSLM display. In the previous two chapters, we

implemented grating array based zonal wavefront sensor where the entire focal spot array

corresponding to all the sampling zones were recorded simultaneously. However, in the
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5.3. Sensitivity Enhancement in a zonal wavefront sensor

proposed scheme to enhance the sensitivity, we use sequential display of binary patterns

to activate one sampling zone at a time. Thereby, we are able to describe the focal

spot of each sampling zone by using the entire camera plane and without significantly

compromising on the sensing speed. The working principle of the proposed scheme is

detailed below.

5.3.1 Working Principle of sensitivity enhanced zonal wavefront

sensor (SEZWS)

1 432

1

2

3

4

o

o’

x

y

o

Reference focal spot

Displaced focal spot

+1 order 

+1 order 

Fig. 5.2 4×4 binary patterns to be displayed sequentially on the FLCSLM panel for
zone wise scanning of the incident wavefront. As seen in the right panel, the +1 order
focus spot for the reference wavefront is located at the centre of the detector plane and
the same gets displaced from its reference position for an aberrated wavefront.

In order to explain the working of the proposed sensitivity enhancement scheme,

we divide the FLCSLM plane, acting as the sensor plane, into N ×N sampling zones.

A binary hologram is constructed in one sampling zone while keeping the rest of the

FLCSLM pixels as zero. If a beam is incident on such an FLCSLM panel +1 order
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Chapter 5: Development of zonal wavefront sensors with enhanced dynamic range and
enhanced sensitivity

diffracted beam will be generated by the binary hologram of the given zone. The tilt

values of the binary hologram can be selected in such a way that the +1 order focal spot

falls at the centre of the camera plane for the reference beam incident on the FLCSLM.

Such a binary pattern comprising of a binary hologram in one sampling zone only can

constitute a single bit plane of a 24 bit color image. We can construct similar binary

pattern with the binary hologram defined in another zone. If this binary hologram uses

the same set of tilt values as the earlier one then in this case also +1 order beam will fall

at the centre of the camera plane for the incident reference beam. Figure 5.2 shows 4×4

such binary patterns with the FLCSLM plane divided into equal number of sampling

zones. Since each binary pattern is represented by a single bit plane of the 24 bit image,

hence to represent N ×N such binary patterns it will require N2

24 number of color images.

As the FLCSLM can display 60 numbers of 24 bit images in one second it will display

the binary pattern at a rate of 1440 Hz. Therefore, if the camera captures the +1 order

focal spot from each zone at a frame rate of at least 1440 Hz then one can record all

the +1 order focal spots immediately after the display of the N ×N binary patterns. As

seen in Fig. 5.2 each reference focal spot is located at the centre of the camera plane

while the focal spots corresponding to test wavefront can be located anywhere in the

camera plane. Therefore, even if the +1 order focal spot is relatively large it can be still

located within the camera plane without any possibility of crosstalk with nearby zones.

Thus, it is now possible to use a longer distance between the camera and the focusing

lens following the FLCSLM plane. The longer distance between the lens and the camera

enhances the sensitivity of the sensor. In order to keep the sensing speed at 60 Hz, the

number of zones is kept as 24. Since the incident beam is expected to have a circular

cross section hence if we describe 24 binary holograms in as many sampling zones as

shown in the Fig. 5.3 (i), we will be able to sample almost the entire beam cross section

using just one color image.
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SLM sync 

Camera trigger

25 ms
t1 t2

t3 t4 t5 t6

t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12

t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 t18

t22t21t20t19

t23 t24

(i) (ii)

Fig. 5.3 (i) Cumulative 24 binary holograms to be displayed sequentially via a single
24 bit color image, (ii) Binary pattern display timing denoted as SLM sync provided by
the FLCSLM and the camera trigger for the capture of 24 sequentially displayed binary
patterns as provided by the microprocessor based synchronization unit.

Display of Binary 

hologram of the FLCSLM 

in ith bit plane 

Camera trigger 

Image capture by the 

camera

i=1         24

(i) (ii)

Camera

ND filter L1 L2

He-Ne Laser 632

FLCSLM

L3

L4

ID

P.H.

Synchronization unit

Fig. 5.4 Schematic of (i) experimental setup for SEZWS, (ii) the sequence of steps for
synchronised display of binary holograms followed by acquisition by the camera.

5.3.2 Experimental arrangement for SEZWS

The experimental set up to demonstrate the proof of principle experiment is shown in

Fig. 5.4 (i). Other than the zonewise sequential display of binary holograms, the setup is

very much similar to the basic GAWS setup shown in chapter 3. Here, we use a He-Ne
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Chapter 5: Development of zonal wavefront sensors with enhanced dynamic range and
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laser emitting at 633 nm as the source and use a pin hole PH as the spatial filter to cut

down the higher order of spatial frequencies. A 24 bit color image constituted by 24

number binary patterns with each pattern comprising of single binary hologram in a

given sampling zone is created by the PC which is then sent to the FLCSLM display. We

use a Baser A504K camera and reduce its active sensor area to 340×340 pixels so that

the acquisition rate is about 1.5 kHz. The raw synchronization signal from the FLCSLM

is converted to a trigger signal to capture 24 image frames corresponding to each of the

24 sampling zones. Snap shot of the oscilloscope screen displaying the FLCSLM sync

signal and the camera trigger is shown in Fig. 5.3 (ii). The process of the sequential

display of each binary pattern followed by the capture of the corresponding +1 order

focal spot for all the 24 bit planes is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 (ii). The record of the focal

spot images corresponding to the test wavefront relative to the reference wavefront is

used to calculate the focal spot shifts which is then applied in the phase reconstruction

algorithm for the estimation of the test wavefront. The distance between the lens L4

and the camera (referred to as image distance) can be adjusted suitably to increase or

decrease the sensitivity. We operate the present system using two different distances of

121 mm and 1300 mm. The sensitivity of the present system for 121 mm and 1300 mm

image distances are found to be 52 µ radian/camera pixel and 3 µ radian/camera pixel,

respectively. Thus the sensitivity of the sensor is enhanced more than 17 times using

the image distance of 1300 mm relative to the configuration of image distance equal

to 121 mm. We call the configuration with image distance equal to 121 mm as the low

sensitivity configuration while the configuration with image distance equal to 1300 mm

as the high sensitivity configuration.

5.3.3 Results and discussion on experiments with the SEZWS

The tilt in each of the 24 binary holograms as shown in Fig. 5.3 (i) is adjusted in

such a manner that each focal spot corresponding to the reference coincides with the

centre of the camera plane. However, often the reference beam may have some residual

aberrations or it may get aberrated due to the FLCSLM itself. Consequently, the focal
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5.3. Sensitivity Enhancement in a zonal wavefront sensor

(i)

(ii)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5.5 (1 −→ f ) Cropped images (68×68 pixels) of the focal spots captured by the
camera for the zones in the third row (i) without the correction phase (ii) with correction
phase.

spots of the reference beam as shown in Figs. 5.5 (i) (a → f ) are not perfectly centred.

However, in addition to the tilt, each binary hologram can also be incorporated with a

correction phase to holographically remove the residual aberrations from the reference

beam. Figures 5.5 (ii) (a→ f ) show the reference focal spots after the binary hologram in

each zone is incorporated with correction phase. Figures 5.6 (i) and (ii) show the images
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Fig. 5.6 Images of the focal spots as captured by the camera in the (i) low sensitivity
and (ii) high sensitivity arrangements. (iii) normalized intensity plots of the two focal
spots along a line through the centre of the focal spots; Blue line corresponds to high
sensitivity and black line corresponds to low sensitivity.

of a focal spot in the low sensitivity and high sensitivity configuration respectively. A

line plot through the centre of each focal spot, Fig. 5.6 (iii), shows that the FWHM in
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the high sensitivity arrangement is about 17 times larger than that of the low sensitivity

arrangement. In order to demonstrate wavefront measurement with high sensitivity in
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Fig. 5.7 False color images of the (a) incident phase profile, (b) estimated phase profile
in the low sensitivity configuration, (c) estimated phase profile in the high sensitivity
configuration, (d) absolute difference between the applied phase and estimated phase
profile in the low sensitivity configuration, (e) absolute difference between the applied
phase and estimated phase profile in the high sensitivity configuration, when the incident
phase profile is (i) 0.1Z4, (ii) 0.1Z9, and (iii)−0.14Z4 + .08Z11. Figures (a), (b) and (c)
are self normalised while (d) and (e) share a single color bar expressed in nm.

contrast to the low sensitivity measurement, we holographically aberrate the incident

beam with different Zernike modes. We first aberrate the incident beam with 0.1 radian

of Z4 and 0.1 radian of Z9. We also holographically aberrate the incident beam using the

linear combination of −0.14Z4 + .08Z11. The test wavefront for each case is estimated

both in the high sensitivity and low sensitivity configurations. Figures 5.7 (a) shows

the incident phase profile while (b) and (c) show the estimated phase profiles using the

low sensitivity and the hight sensitivity configurations, respectively. We can see that the

incident phase profile is more accurately estimated in the high sensitivity configuration.

This relative improvement can be better visualized when we look at the difference

between the applied and estimated phase profiles as seen in Figs 5.7 (d) and (e). We
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5.4. Enhancement of dynamic range in a zonal wavefront sensor

θmin Incident PtV (Incident) PtV (Est) RMS Error
(µ rad/pixel) aberration (nm) (nm) (nm)

52 0.1Z4 34.83 64.13 9.78
3 0.1Z4 34.83 31.58 7.18

52 0.1Z9 56.83 149 54.17
3 0.1Z9 56.83 28.19 15.83
52 −0.1Z4 +0.08Z11 47.22 85.60 39.53
3 −0.1Z4 +0.08Z11 47.22 31.66 6.46

Table 5.1 Comparison of low sensitivity and high sensitivity modes of the proposed
sensor measuring a given incident aberration. PtV represents for peak to valley value
of the incident phase profile (i.e. incident) and estimated phase profile (i.e. Est). RMS
error is the root mean square error between the incident phase profile and the estimated
phase profile.

further utilize the results of the above experiments to obtain the peak valley (PtV )

parameter of the incident and estimated phase profiles and to calculate the RMS error

between the incidence phase profile and the estimated phase profile. The PtV values

and RMS error for the three sets of applied aberrations in both low sensitivity and high

sensitivity configuration are presented in Table 5.1. The table clearly demonstrates that

the high sensitivity configuration of the zonal wavefront sensor is able to estimate the

peak to valley parameter and the entire phase profile much more accurately as compared

to the low sensitivity configuration. Therefore, the proposed scheme will be able to

measure the thickness profile of thin films with much higher sensitivity. When integrated

with a thin film deposition system, the same will enable sensitive on line monitoring of

the film growth to realize highly uniform thickness profile.

5.4 Enhancement of dynamic range in a zonal wavefront

sensor

In the previous section, a novel scheme to enhance the sensitivity of a zonal wavefront

sensor is demonstrated. Since the camera plane contains only one focal spot (arriving

from a given zone) at a given time, hence it appears that the same arrangement can
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also be used for enhance dynamic range by using a shorter focal length. However, this

will not be possible straight away because the focal plane of the lens in the previous

arrangement also contains other beams in addition to the +1 order beam, especially the

zero order beam. If we use shorter image distance or lens of shorter focal length after

the FLCSLM, the size of the detector plane should be small enough to exclude the zero

order beam, while the +1 order beam in the case of the reference wavefront should be

located at the centre of the detector plane. Therefore, significant enhancement in the

dynamic range can not be achieved. Instead we propose yet another novel scheme to

enhance the dynamic range by utilizing the property of the FLCSLM display. Below we

provide a brief description of the proposed scheme.

ON

OFF

Sampling 

subaperture

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4

o

o’

x

y

o

Reference focal spot

Displaced focal spot

Fig. 5.8 Diagram for each of the 4×4 sampling zones in the on state which are displayed
sequentially on the FLCSLM panel. As seen in the right panel, the reference focal spot
is located at the centre of detector while for the aberrated wavefront it gets displaced
from the reference position.

In this scheme also, the FLCSLM plane is divided into N ×N sampling zones. We

keep the pixel values of all the zones other than a specific zone as zero so that the light

reflected from these zones can not reach the detector. On the other hand the pixel values

of the specific zone are kept as 1 so that the detector receives light reflected form the
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5.4. Enhancement of dynamic range in a zonal wavefront sensor

specific zone only. Hence, only one sampling zone is in the on state while the other

zones are in the off state. The binary pattern describing such a zone of pixel value 1 and

rest of the zones with pixel values 0 can constitute a single bit plane of a 24 bit color

image to be sent to the FLCSLM panel. A total of N2 number of such binary patterns can

be created and sequentially displayed on the FLCSLM such that in successive patterns

the on state zone scans the entire FLCSLM plane. Figure 5.8 shows 4×4 such binary

patterns where we incorporate a circular outline to each on state zone. Display of each

binary pattern is followed by the capture of the corresponding focal spot. Since the

focal spot is created by light reflected from the on state zone acting like a plane mirror

with a circular aperture hence the focal plane will contain only one focal spot that is

the zero order focal spot. For the incident reference beam, the zero order focal spot

can be aligned to coincide with the centre of the detector plane, as seen in Fig. 5.8. If

the incident beam has phase distortion depending on the local slope in the zone, the

corresponding zero order beam will be displaced from the reference position. Taking

advantage of the property that the focal plane primarily contains only the zero order

beam, the image distance can be rendered as small as possible. Record of the focal spots

corresponding to the reference wavefront and the test wavefront can then be used to

compute the focal spot shifts for each zone to be employed in the phase reconstruction

algorithm.

5.4.1 Experimental arrangement for enhancement of dynamic range

in zonal wavefront sensor

To demonstrate the principle of enhancement of dynamic range in zonal wavefront

sensor, an experimental arrangement with its schematic shown in Fig. 5.9 is considered.

Light from the DPSS laser is expanded and collimated before it is incident on the

FLCSLM panel. To test the maximum value of the local slope of the wavefront incident

on the FLCSLM, we use a galvo scan mirror (Thorlabs Model No. GVS001 TSH25355,

single-axis systems with a dimension of 8.0 mm × 10.0 mm) in a conjugate plane with

respect to the FLCSLM as shown in Fig. 5.9. The wavefront just after the scan mirror
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Fig. 5.9 Schematic of experimental setup to demonstrate the enhancement of the dynamic
range of the zonal wavefront sensor, (a) using a galvo scan mirror (b) using a test lens
LT .

is made conjugate with the sensor plane using the lens combination L3 and L4. The

incident beam is made p-polarized so that with the help of a cross polarizer (pol) placed

in front of the detector, we can ensure that light from the zone in the on state only reaches

the detector. We again use Basler A504k as the detector array and operate it with full

pixel resolution. The combination of lenses L5 and L6 are used in a 4f configuration to

image the FLCSLM plane at the entrance pupil of a short focal length lens L7. The focal

length of lens L7 is 40 mm so that it can be positioned almost next to the camera. The

display of the binary pattern on the FLCSLM and the image capturing by the camera are

synchronised using our synchronisation unit. The present arrangement should provide a

maximum dynamic range of ±8.5o. As the galvo mirror rotates the local slope of the

wavefront on the FLCSLM changes which can be estimated using this sensor. In order

to measure the wavefront of a beam transmitted by a lens, we replace the test wavefront

generation segment in Fig. 5.9 by another segment shown in Fig. 5.9 (b). Again the

arrangement of L3 and L4 ensures that the wavefront just after the test lens LT is made

optically conjugate with FLCSLM.
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5.4.2 Results and discussion

In our experiments we use 8×8 number of sampling zones described by 1024×1024

pixels of the FLCSLM panel. In the first experiment, we rotate the galvo scan mirror

horizontally from 0o → 8.5o, first in the clock wise direction and then in the anticlockwise

direction. Reference focal spots are recorded when the mirror is in the zero degree

position. Displaced focal spots of the test wavefront are recorded for each orientation of

the mirror at the interval of 0.5o. Figures 5.10 (a −→ e) show the images of the recorded

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(i)

(ii)

HorizontalFig. 5.10 (a −→ e) show the cropped images of the recorded focal spots corresponding to
the zone having row and column indices 4 and 3 respectively as the mirror rotates 0o → 4o

at an interval of 1o in the (i) clockwise direction, and (ii) anti-clockwise direction. The
mirror rotates in the horizontal plane. Since the focal spot size is very small hence to
help its identification we encircle the focal spots with dotted circles.

focal spots corresponding to a zone having row and column indices 4 and 3, respectively

as the mirror rotates 0o → 4o with an interval of 1o. Figure 5.10 (i) corresponds to the

clockwise rotation while Fig. 5.10 (ii) corresponds to the anti-clockwise rotation of the

mirror. For each orientation of the galvo scan mirror the wavefront on the FLCSLM

plane is estimated using the phase reconstruction algorithm. Similarly, the mirror is

rotated vertically through the same range of angles as that of the horizontal rotation.

Figures 5.11 (i) and (ii) show the recorded focal spot of the same representative zone as in
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(i)

(ii)

Vertical

Fig. 5.11 (a −→ e) the cropped images of the recorded focal spots corresponding to the
zone having row and column indices 4 and 3 respectively as the mirror rotates 0o → 4o

at an interval of 1o in the (i) clockwise direction, and (ii) anti-clockwise direction. The
mirror rotates in the vertical plane. Since the focal spot size is very small hence to
enhance the visibility the focal spots are encircled with dotted circles.

the previous case as the mirror rotate from 0o → 4o in the clockwise and anti-clockwise

direction with an interval of 1o.

Table 5.2 Movement of galvo scan mirror in horizontal plane

Applied slope (deg.) -8.5 -8.0 -7.5 -7.0 -6.5 -6 -5.5 -5.0 ...
Estimated slope (deg.) -8.5 -8.0 -7.7 -7.0 -6.6 -6.1 -5.6 -5.1 ...
Applied slope (deg.) -4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5

Estimated slope (deg.) -4.57 -4.0 -3.47 -3.0 -2.47 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -.5
Applied slope (deg.) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Estimated slope (deg.) .44 1.0 1.41 2.0 2.37 2.9 3.39 4.1 4.4
Applied slope (deg.) 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 ...

Estimated slope (deg.) 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.3 6.8 7.5 7.9 8.4 ...

The estimated wavefronts for each orientation of the scan mirror as it rotates hori-

zontally and vertically are used to determine the corresponding wavefront slopes. Tables

5.2 and 5.3 list the slope angles as applied to the mirror in the horizontal and vertical

directions, respectively and the corresponding slope angles as measured by the wavefront
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Table 5.3 Movement of galvo scan mirror in vertical plane

Applied slope (deg.) -8.5 -8.0 -7.5 -7.0 -6.5 -6 -5.5 -5.0 ...
Estimated slope (deg.) -8.5 -7.9 -7.6 -6.8 -6.4 -5.9 -5.4 -5.0 ...
Applied slope (deg.) -4.5 -4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5

Estimated slope (deg.) -4.5 -4.0 -3.2 -2.9 -2.24 -2.0 -1.6 -0.98 -.49
Applied slope (deg.) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Estimated slope (deg.) 0.5 1.0 1.6 1.97 2.24 3.0 3.25 4.0 4.5
Applied slope (deg.) 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 ...

Estimated slope (deg.) 4.9 5.5 6 6.5 6.8 7.6 8.0 8.5 ...

sensor. We observe that our setup is able to measure incident wavefront slopes in the

range ±8.5o both in the horizontal and vertical directions.

We then change the configuration of the experimental arrangement by switching the

test wavefront generation segment to Fig. 5.9 (b). In the place of lens LT we first use

a planoconvex lens of focal length 50 mm and then a concave lens of focal length -50

mm. Figure 5.12 (i) (a) is the reference focal spot of the representative zone (row index

(i)

(ii)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 5.12 (i) (a) the reference focal spot of the representative zone having row index
4 and column index 3 for the planoconvex lens and (ii) (a) the reference focal spot of
the same representative zone for the concave lens. (i) (b → e) the focal spots for the
zones with row index 4 and column index varying from 3 to 6 for the test wavefront
corresponding to planoconvex lens. (ii) (b → e) the focal spots for the zones with row
index 4 and column index varying from 3 to 6 for the test wavefront corresponding to
concave lens. The focal spot is encircled for the clarity.
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and column index 4 and 3, respectively) used for the planoconvex lens while Fig. 5.12

(ii) (a) is the reference focal spot of the same representative zone for the concave lens.

Figures 5.12 (i) (b → e) show the focal spots of the zones in the fourth row between the

third column and the sixth column of the test wavefront corresponding to planoconvex

lens while Figs. 5.12 (ii) b(→ e) are those of for the concave lens.

P
h

as
e 

(d
eg

)

P
h

as
e 

(d
eg

)

Fig. 5.13 Surface plot of estimated phase profiles corresponding to the (a) planoconvex
(b) concave lenses.

Figures 5.13 (a) and (b) show the surface plots of the estimated wavefronts as incident

on the FLCSLM plane corresponding to the planoconvex lens and the concave lens,

respectively. As the beam passing through the planoconvex lens or the concave lens

has a diameter of around 10 mm hence in both cases the maximum local slope on the

FLCSLM plane will be greater than 5.5o. The estimated wavefronts as seen in Fig. 5.13

confirm that our setup is able to measure the positive as well as negative wavefronts

curvatures corresponding to the two lenses with reasonable accuracy. We have used the

zonal phase information in the estimated wavefronts to obtain the angle that the tangent

to the wavefront at a given grid point makes with the vertical axis. This angle is then used

to estimate the radius of curvature of the spherical wavefront as incident on the sensor

plane, which should also be equal to the focal length of LT . The estimated focal lengths

for the two test lenses are found to be 50.32 mm and -50.03 mm, which correspond to

the planoconvex lens and the concave lens, respectively. Thus the estimated wavefronts
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have the correct radius curvatures almost equal to the focal lengths of the respective test

lenses.

Conclusion

In this chapter, a modification in zonal wavefront sensor to enhance the sensitivity

and dynamic range of wavefront measurements is presented. We have utilized the

capability of the FLCSLM to implement the novel sensitivity enhancement scheme

without compromising on the sensing speed. Our setup with enhanced sensitivity

has demonstrated measurement of wavefront slope as small as (±1.72×10−4)o while

the setup with enhanced dynamic range has demonstrated measurement of slope upto

±8.5o. Both the proposed sensitivity and dynamic range enhancement schemes can be

implemented for in-situ measurements in thin film deposition units with some minor

modification of the experimental arrangements. With these modifications the integrated

system will have the capability of monitoring surface growth with enhanced sensitivity

to enable growth of uniform surface close to the good flatness and to fabricate high

quality periodic and non periodic curve surfaces. Moreover, with some more interfacing

with the deposition system, this data can be feedback so as to apply the correction during

the deposition to control the growth of the thin film.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and Future Prospects

6.1 Conclusion

Thin films are important in several industrial as well as scientific applications. They are

the foundation of a number of present-day technologies and devices such as semicon-

ductor, optical and opto-electronic, storage energy devices and so on. The quality and

the properties of the thin films are often influenced by the growth process. Therefore, to

ensure a quality check on the thin film, the growth of the film is required to be monitored

in-situ during the deposition itself. Thickness and surface profile of the thin film can

be monitored at regular intervals of time to confirm the desired growth of the film. One

thus requires an in-situ surface profile and thickness monitoring technique that can be

employed during the growth of the film. However, a survey of the available literature

reveals that most of the in-situ measurement techniques require prior information on

the properties of the substrate and the material being deposited. In this thesis, we have

proposed a novel grating array based wavefront sensor (GAWS) for in-situ and online

monitoring of both surface and thickness profile simultaneously during the deposition

process. The proposed technique does not require prior information of the substrate and

target material; it just demands that the substrate and the film should have sufficient

reflectivity within the detection limit of the camera. The measurement is instantaneous
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and is applicable for any type of deposition system equipped with suitable view ports

for launching the collimated laser beam on to the substrate/thin film and to take out

the corresponding reflected beam so as to direct it on to the sensor placed outside the

deposition system. We have developed the proposed wavefront sensor using a ferroelec-

tric liquid crystal spatial light modulator and a CMOS camera as the key components.

After testing wavefront measurement capability of the sensor, it is integrated to a pulsed

laser deposition (PLD) system. The PLD system provides a flexible yet efficient way to

deposit high quality thin film on any material. The PLD unit is fitted with a number of

view ports which can be used for easy integration of the present wavefront sensor setup.

The phase profile reconstruction algorithm of the integrated system is suitably modified

to obtain the thickness profile of the deposited thin film. With the proposed scheme, the

measurements of surface and thickness profiles of Cu thin film during deposition are

performed in situ. Measurements have been done at regular intervals of time starting at

t = 0 (bare substrate, as a reference) till the completion of the growth process, at t = 125

minutes, keeping the interval of time as five minutes. After deposition, the thickness

profile of the deposited thin film is measured along a line across it via a commercial

stylus profilometer and the two results are found to be in agreement thus validating the

GAWS scheme proposed in the thesis. We have also proposed further modification in the

wavefront sensing scheme to enhance the sensitivity and dynamic range of the wavefront

sensor. We verify the accuracy of the scheme to enhance sensitivity by measuring known

amount of holographically introduced aberrations. The scheme to enhance the dynamic

range is tested on the transmitted wavefronts through convex and concave lenses. The

radii of curvature of the transmitted spherical wavefronts as measured by the proposed

zonal wavefront sensing scheme correspond to focal lengths that agree well with the

commercial data provided by the lens manufacturer. Our setup with enhanced sensitivity

has demonstrated measurement of wavefront slope as small as (±1.72×10−4)o while

the setup with enhanced dynamic range has demonstrated measurement of slope up

to ±8.5o. With the increased sensitivity, the GAWS can be integrated to the thin film

deposition system to monitor the surface profile of the thin film during the deposition in
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a much more sensitive manner where the film can be deposited much more uniformly.

On the other hand, the increased dynamic range capability of the integrated system will

make it possible to monitor the periodic and non-periodic or non-uniform curved thin

film surfaces containing large local slopes.

6.2 Future Prospects

Some of the future scope of the thesis work is highlighted below:

1. In this thesis, we have measured the surface profile during deposition at an interval

of 5 minutes. However, the laser pulses used in the present PLD system is operated

at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Since the measurement by our sensor is instantaneous

therefore it will be possible to monitor the surface growth on shot to shot basis with

the laser pulses by synchronising the detection camera with the laser trigger. The

shot to shot monitoring of the film can be utilized to unveil the growth dynamics

of the film which in turn will throw light on the other physical properties of the

film.

2. Although the new GAWS sensing scheme at present is demonstrated on the PLD

system but it can also be implemented on any other deposition system having

suitable view ports.

3. The flexibility offered by the PLD system can be utilized to deposit periodic

structured thin film. Since in the integrated system, the deposition is monitored by

our sensor at regular interval of time, the quality of such deposited structure can

be monitored in a superior manner by the GAWS as compared to those of already

available techniques, particularly the in situ non-contact modes.

4. In this thesis, the working of two novel schemes to enhance the sensitivity and the

dynamic range of the wavefront sensor is also demonstrated. With some minor

alteration in the detection path, the same schemes can be implemented in the
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integrated system or any other device, requiring the monitoring of the surface

profiling of uniform surface or large uneven surfaces.

5. The number of sampling zones of our wavefront sensor can be easily increased by

several times by reducing the size of each zone. One can also increase the number

of effective zones without decreasing the size of the zone by digitally shifting the

grating pattern utilizing sequential display property of the FLCSLM.
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